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CHAPTER I 
INTRODO'C TION 
MLearning stimuli come from a student's environment, and the 1 environment therefore, is an important part of the curricul'Wl'l" 
The nursing student spends the largest portion of her educational 
period in the hospital at the bedside of the patient~ Through guided 
clinical experience the student is expected to reach at least a satis-
factory minimum level of competence in meeting common nursing situations. 
Different diagnoses may afford nursing experiences requiring different 
technical sldlls as well as nursing experiences related to social, economic, 
emotional and other factors which may or may not be closely associated 
with the clinical diagnosis per se • 
.., 
The public and the medical profession expect a relatively high de-
gree of technical competence from the graduate nurses. With modifi cations 
in the medical and ho~ital treatment of patients, such as early embulatio~, 
early discharge from the hospital, wider utilization of trained practical 
nurses and other au:xlli.ary nursing personnel, :public health nursing agen-
cies are beginning to complain that nurses entering the public health 
f ield are lacking in the basic technical nursing skills. 1-toreovcr, the 
number of patients suffering from degenerative diseases has increased, 
placi ng new demands on nursing~ Mu.lti-phasic screening with emphasis on 
early diagnosis and early treatment of diseases as well as new pharmac~ 
tical discoveries has tended to shorten the acute stages of some illnesses 
and to alter nursing care. 
1~ Dewey, John Democracy and Education New York; The Ma.cl!illan Company, 
1934 -
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To be assurred that each student has an equitable amount of e:x;perience 
representing different types of learning e:x;periences out of which nursing 
competence evolves, the school must have information about the distribution 
of the disease conditions presented by patients since different clinical 
conditions call for a different combination of nursing skills~ 
It becomes imperative, therefore, that ever.~ school of nursing 
examines periodically and systematically its clinical facilities and 
its utilization of them in the preparation of nurses in order to appraise 
their adequacy in meeting the objectives for professional nurse prepara-
tion~ 
Statement 2!, 2 Problem 
The present stucy was undertaken to devise a method by which a busy 
faculty could periodically appraise the adequacy of its clinical facilities in 
relation to ( 1) providing an area which would allow the students of nursi:ng 
to gain technical competence, (2) meeting the objectives of the sChool of 
nursing and (3) utilizing the area satisfactorily in preparing 1 ts nurses~ 
Through an analysis of one medical unit over a four-month period an attempt 
has been made to devise a plan which would be applicable in studying the 
total clinical resources used by a school of nu.rsing~ It is hoped that 
this plan will be feasible to be carried out by the nursing staff on a 
busy service, that it will furnish accurate information; that the materj_aJ. 
collected ,.;ill lend itself to easy tabulation~ and that it is reliable and 
provides for the collection of that material which is conlilidered essential 
for an analysis of a clinical are~ 
Pu.rposes 2f_ ~ Stu£l 
. 
Some of the objectives that are hoped to be gained in the process 
of a.nalyzing this clinical area are: 
1~ To understand the principles underlying planning 
for educational experiences in medical and surgical 
nursing for students in a basic nursing curriculum 
in relation to technical competence in nursing 
2~ To gain some sld.ll in analyzing the adequacy of the 
learning experiences for such students through an 
analysis of the learning experience in one medical 
head nurse unit for a four-month's period 
3~ To gain a wider appreciation of the values of the 
field study as an approach to common nursing problems~ 
4. To consider if a simplified method of mald..ng a clinical 
analysis can be devised which would be feasible on the 
job in a busy situation~ 
Scope 2!_ Study 
This study is concerned with an analysis of the disease conditions:~ 
degree of illness, medications, treatments and total hours of nursing care 
provided for all patients on a thirty-three bed medical unit from February 
lZ to June 3, 1950~ It is concerned with the plans for assignments of 
graduate general staff nurses only as this affects the problem of utiliz&. 
tion of learning experiences for students pursuing this educational plan~ 
It is concerned with the reactions of students of nursing to the learning 
experiences offered to them on the medical service during the period of 
this study as evidenced by returns of a questionnaire presented to them 
concerning their clinical area~ It is concerned with the type and amount 
of bedside or graqp conferences offered to the students of nursing during 
the :four-month period in which this study was conducted to stiPPlement some 
actual assignments. This study is concerned with those technicaJ. skills 
needed by the nurse to meet common nursing situations 1. and its main con-
cern is ~dth the development of a device which can be used to collect 
certain data. The clinical area in which this study is being conducted 
is an especially good one because there has been no complete analysis 
of this aspect of student education done before in the institution~ 
Limitation 2!, Stud.y 
Because of the nature of this study and the area in which it was 
conducted, there are several limitations which must be considered~ This 
study is concerned with the period from February lS to June 3, 1950. No 
attempt has been made to determine the seasonal variation in medical disease 
conditions on this and other head nur~e units throughout the year, since 
the main purpose of this study is to ascertain whether or not a simplified 
technique could be devised through which the same ldnds of information might 
be secured relatively easily as a basis for initiating a study over a longer 
period of time for a total ho~ital situation. 
This particular hospital in which the present study was made is a 
teachilJG ho~i tal~ Some of the treatments may not be those commonly found 
in a majority of medical units throughout the country at the present time. 
Since the problem is one of method, this does not ap:pear to be of great 
consequence, moreover. what is unique to the medical care of today may 
become the every<Ucy care of tomorrow~ 
The emotional problems of the everyday patient are of great concern 
to curriculum design as are the socio-economic aspects of nursing~ These 
cut across all clinical fields and present a different type of study than 
-~ 
the one undertaken here, namely to determine adequacy of clinical facilities 
for producing the technically competent nurse. They have been considered~ 
therefore, only to the extent that they have a specific bearing on the pro-
blem. 
Row the nursing student profits from her eXperience in a clinical area 
is determined by the interest of the student and also by her academic achieve-
ment and attitude as well as by the clinical material available~ To determine 
this, it would be necessary to introduce the classroom material into the s~ 
and then do testing and other means of evaluation of the student 1 s progress 
through her entire educational program~ This would entail investigating 
motivation, teaching methods and. many other factors~ :But while this is of 
great concern to those in charge of the educational program in relation to 
the type of nurses being introduced into the field, it is beyond the scope 
of this study~ 
The quality of nursing care given in a hospital is another area which has 
been of great concern to nursing education, hospital administrators and · the 
patients as consumers of nursing~ The quality of nursing care given by the 
students on this head nurse unit is of utmost importance to those interested 
in nursing education~ This is a problem \'lhich should be studied in every 
hospital at some time so that the hospital might receive an evaluation of 
its administrative ability and the nursing school of its educational ace~ 
plishment~ The quality of nursing care is not 1.dthin the scope of the pro-
blem being discussed w1 thin this paper per se~ Q;uali ty nursing care is being 
mentioned to demonstrate its place in the field of nursing studies and to 
serve as a. suggestion for a larger study~ 
Inferences are drawn from the findings in this one head nurse unit 
as if the analysis represented a complete study of all the clinical 
resources in an attempt to ascertain the conclusions which might be 
drawn if the sample presented were representative of the whole~ 
In this study, the stages of illness so.ch as acute, mild, chronic 
2. r·~~( 
and convalescing were determined by the medical staff~ There is no 
sharp line of demarcation between these stages, and the stage of illness 
is dependent upon the general philosopey of these medical men and upon 
the individual opinion of the house-officer being consulted at the time~ 
During periods when the house officers were Changing services, there was 
considerable variance of opinion as to the stage of illness of the patient~ 
To bridge these differences of opinion and to provide a wider choice, the 
classification of sub-acute ~s introduced. It must be remembered t hat a 
patient may be in an acute stage · of a chronic disease~ In such instances~ 
the patient was classified as acutely ill until the symptoms subsided and 
the convalescing or truly chronic stages r e turned. 
Sub-Problems 
In a stuey- of this t;r.pe there are several sub-problems which have 
to be considered& 
1~ Doring the four-month period of this study, what are the types 
of disease conditions, degree of illnesses, treatments and medications for 
the patients on this particular head-nurse 'Wli tt 
2. What is the distribution of nursing hours provided by all nursing .. . 
personnel in relation to patient census and stage of illness of the patients! 
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3~ What are the daily assignments made to nursing students including 
nursing and non-nursing activities and what is the relation of these assign-
ments to the level of the students and the difficulty of the assignment! 
lf~ What are the number, frequency and types of organized group 
discussions offered to the students of nursing on this service and how doea 
it relate to the number and types of disease conditions on the service? 
5~ What are the reactions of the nursing students to their clinice.l 
experience on this service? 
6. What method has proved to be most workable for an analysis of 
this clinical e.rea and what are the assets and limitations of the devices 
used! 
7 ~ What guides for conducting studies are available and wr.at infor-
mation do they yieldi How does this relate to the material considered neees-
sary for this study! 
Content .2£ Chapters 
. . 
Chapter ~To contains some basic :philosophy which shows the need of 
a study of this type. A review of the literature is included which deals l'lith 
discussions of other studies done in the clinical e.rea which relate to thisa 
present study and some of the devices used for collection of dat~ 
Chapter Three presents the physical set-up of the ho~ital, the 
epproB.ch which was made to the problem ~d a discussion of all devices~ 
Some of tM information l·thich could be obtained from the data collected is 
presente~ To avoid confusion because of the length of the chapter, the 
device is first revie't-red, and follo'\>Ting is a :presentation of the data obtained, 
and ir..f'efences which could be drawn~ 
-S·• 
Chapter Four contains an evaluation of the methods used with modifica-
tions felt necessary for some of the forms due to a violation of one or 
more criterion~ This chapter also presents some suggestions for studying 
a clinicaJ. area based upon problems which occurred when this present study 
was made~ 
The appendix contains material which was important enough for inclttSion 
but only as a reference. T'ne Forms used throughout the study are presented 
i n this area, too~ 
I , .. 
CHAPTER II 
SIGNIFICANT PREVIOUS STUDIES 
.. 
The need for analyzing a clinical area is not ne"''~• A review of 
some of t he nursing literature written during the: ·early thirties will 
rev~al the extensive attention which was given to studies of nursing 
and nursing schools. The main emphasis seems to have been then u;pon 
time s tudies which are of great value i n the clinical area, particularly 
in the area of curricul.um revision and in determining the amounts and 
kinds of nurse personnel needed for patient care but have limitations 
in that they do not go far enough in relation to curriculum planning~ · 
1It is recognized, however~ that not time alone but many other 
factors as well affect the value of a practice assignment. Important 
among these factors al'e the number and tj~e of patients on a service; 
the quality of care given to patients, t he selection of appropriate 
learning experiences and the general plan of clinical instruction and 
supervision, and lastly, the philosophy underlying the "''!hole educational 
. 2 
program of the school~ 1 
»efore the period of these nursing studies, it was assummed that 
the student of nursing by just being placed in the clinical area would 
gain experience in those essentials which would make her a wll-l"ounded 
nurse. Even after some of the earlier s tudies, such as the reports of 
the <h"ading Committee, revealed some of t he non.-educa.tional conditions 
which '\-tere existing; schools did not universally consider studying their 
own situ.a.tio~ 
. 
~. ~atiq~l L~ague of NUrsing Education •student Experience• American 
Journal ~Nursing 47:12:g25-829j December 191!-7~ 
In her article 11 Wa.rd Content" Dorothea Sewal considered wheth r 
students would get more out of a ward in a general hospital if previons 
to their experience, a careful study of the ward content were made l1ith 
emphasis upon speciaJ. assignments, unusual nursing problems and related 
teaching opportunities.3 
The Grading Committee brought to light some very interesting facts 
about the cond.i tions in these schools and the clinical areas.. "Tiw 
school's business is to educate students, and student assignments should 
be made in the light of what the students need to know." 4 
Su~problem three of this particular study is concerned with the 
assignments made to students of nursing and the relations of these 
assignments to the student's level of experience which should be inter-
preted, in this instanc , to include any unwarranted concentration in 
one disease area as well as lack of concentration. This is an extr m ly 
important aim to b considered in the analysis of a clinical area. 
The Grading Committee brought out another point in that "Nursi:rg 
has gone further than many professions in analyzing ,.,hat these needs 
are, because so much of nursing is taught, not in the classroom, but 
in the place where the actual work is done, and where the demands of 
the profession upon the worker can be cl arly seen.u 5 
It is realiz d that some hospital areas may not have all of the 
disease conditions which are considered valuable for the student at 
the time that the student is on the service. An analysis of a clinical area 
5. 
Se,.,al, Dorothea Rward Cont~nt 11 .American Journal ~Nursing 31:5: 
541-546. May 1941 
Burgess, May .Ayers 11Nursing Schools Today ~Tomorrow Final Report 
of the Committe~ on Grading of Nursing Schools :1,934, page 135 
Burgess, Ibid, page 135 
will show when these deficiences are present and how they can be 
corrected. "The nursing school cannot order the number of patients 
it wants with each desired type of illness~ It must use in its teach-
iDg whatever patients come to the hospitals and clinics with which 
it is affiliated. They are the ingredients it finds in its educational 
cupboard. The problem is how to maka best use of them~' 6 
Ala late as 1949 it was stated that "We must reaJ.ize that we do 
not insure the student of adequate e%perience. It is necessary to 
utilize records and other evidence to insure that the experience will 
be adequate"~ 7 
After careful consideration of thes statements, it would ~pear 
to be essential that each clinical area, which has the responsibility 
of being a learning area for student nurses, be analyzed to learn what 
the content and type of clinical material really is and how this relates 
to the assignments made to nursing students~ M~ benefits affecting 
the entire service would be forthcoming from an analysis of this type 
and are worthy of mention here~ They would include: 
a. :Better distribution of work load~ 
b~ Better job satisfaction through a clearer assignment of duties 
with difficulty of the task and preparation of the individual 
being taken into consideration~ 
c. Better educationc"'.l experience for all students through improved 
assignments~ 
d~ Better nursing care for all patients~ 
The realization of a problem area is the first step in the scienti-
fie solving of any problem; but the method to be used is often, in itself~ 
6. :B.urgess, Ibid , page l36 _ 
-7~ :Brown, NnY.e. _ ~Clinical Instruction Philadelphia, ii'.B. Saunders Company 
1.949, P~e 44. . . 
-J.2;..' 
e.nother problem of a more exacting nature. !!e1'!, a problem is to be 
at tacked may be the one area which would encourage the use of empiri-
cism by those who are overwhelmed by the task of settiJJg tip a method 
to be used which would meet the criteria of reliability, usability~ 
feasibility and accuracy~ Before any device was used for this present 
study, a search of the literature was made to learn what methods had 
already been employed to study a clinical area~ Those which were found 
wera given careful consideration to ascertain what they had to offer~ 
Some of them were not used at all; others were used only for a short time 
and then rejected; and others were modified and incorporated in the 
plan of approach used here~ 
A National League of Nursing Bulletin contained a discussion of 
a study entitled 11 Nu.rsing Provided in Four 28 Bed Head Nurse Units in 
a 112 Bed Medical Division of Hospital X8 ~ T.his study made an analysis 
of the clinical material available on the head nurse units. It was 
stated that s'll.ll1lil3.tions of data were calculated daily by ward clerks and 
the difference in type and amount of clinical material in head nurse units 
of' the same size was shown~ This study was carried on over a year's time 
and seasonal variations could be seen. The results were used as a general 
basis for planning student experience~ This study was not reproduced in 
its entirety and the greatest contribution it made to the present study 
was in the general philosophy which was gaine~ 
Wayland~ in 1938, in Hospital Head Nurse showed the importance of 
accurate information concerning the total number of admissions on each 
head nurse unit, length of' stay in the hospital, fluctuation on the 
. . 
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service and the importance of considering the degree of illness of each 
s 
patient~ Details of the method of collecting such information were 
not presented, although illustrations of graphic presentation of s~ 
marized data were presented. The most significant contribution to 
this present s tudy was the importance of including the stage of illness 
in an analysis of a clinical area since nursing problems in the co~ 
valescent period may differ markedly from those found during the acute 
stage of illness~ The manner of presentation o:f these data al.so in-
:fluenc d some of the types of graphs used here~ The ne ed for an a.'lalysis 
of a clinical area '\'tas presented in her introductory philosophy~ "Although 
a certain period of time is necessary in order that students may become 
acquainted with any of the main services in the hospital, the time factor 
itself is secondary in importance to the oontent of the experience~ There-
fore, ach clinical department should be studied :for its educational re-
sources, and these resources should be evaluated before the length of time 
allotted to that department in the experience program is decided upon~ 
• • 
The information resulting from such studies might serve as a basis for 
developing · or not developing a teaching prograi!l for students in any parti-
cular time." 9 
In 1936, Pfefferkorn and Rottman attempted to measure nursing quanti-
tatively and qualitatively. Their study was the first of its kind and its 
scope was tremendous. Along with determining clinical facilities available, 
it tried to find the nursing hours required to give adequa.te nursing care to 
different types of patients in the hospital; to analyze nursing techniques 
8. Wayland, Mary The Hospital Head Nu:lrse New York; The MacMillan Company 
X93S, pages 182- 261 
Wayland, Ibidl page 187 
and worldng conditions on the ward; and to find generalizations to 
be used in appraising nursing care~ This study 'Which was done at 
Bellevue had a great effect upon this present study in relation to 
some of the factors 't-Thi~h had to be considered in an analysis of a 
clinical area. The treatment sheet (Table 3) Clinical Education was 
modified slightly and attempted for use to collect material on the 
number and kinds of treatments given, but since information in this 
study was being collected to determine ho't-T it related to the i ndi-
vidual student and her care of the individual patient, the method of 
Pfefferkorn and Rottman was not feasible in this instance~ The em-
pha.sis of' this Bellevue study was on the amount of time which it took 
to perform certain procedures, and a valuable outcome \'Tas to determine 
the number of students who could be rotated through a hospital service~ 
The scope of' this study and method used in a:pproach to the problem are 
vastly different but the general philosophy throughout the Bellevue 
study contripu~ed in several ways, such~: 1~ presenting suggestion for 
setting up data; 2. presenting a p~ilosop~y of studies in nursing; 
3. :presenting suggestion for approaching a study; 4. presenting back... 
ground material~ 
Wilson in 1930 at Lakeside Hospital in Cleveland_made a study 
10 
entitled "Ward Study Units in Medical Nursing"~ It was not possible to 
lo. Wilson, Flor.enci X~ 11 Ward Study Uiu ts in Medical Nursing" American 
Journal 2£ Nursing 31:12:1429-1434, December 1931 . 
obtain the complete study but in a 1931 American Journal of Nursing 
article, reference was made to the study and it was stated that the 
author's attempt was to classify nursing problems~ Miss t'Tilson kept 
records of the diagnosis and day's care of all patients admitted to 
the medical wards of the hospital for a period of a month~ She tabu-
lated the diseases for frequency of oc.currence rm the wards and. the 
number of days of care~ Only those diseases which showed a high fre-
quency of recurrence were included unless the disease condition re-
presented. a unique nursing problem. After the diseases were listed~ 
she set do~m all the nursing treatments, special modifications of 
personal care, and. symptoms important to nursing under each disease~ 
The special problems of nurses in giving care to these patients wer 
checked by lists which the students had i ncluded in their case reports. 
The diseases which were found. to have nursing problems in common \'tere 
grouped under major headings. The probl ems under each disease \'lere then 
retai ned as the essentials around which the .activities of the unit 
were built~ The scope of the Wilson study is quite different from t hat 
of this study, but the methodology used provided a framework for con-
sid.eration in obtaining material and classifying it~ The present study 
points up that . two unrelated nursing pr oblems can be studied from data 
which are very similar~ 
In 1948 Christie, at. al.; did. an Analysis of the Clinical Content 
of a Female Surgica~ Unit and. a Male Hed.ical Unit for one month at the 
ll 
same hospital in which this present study was conducted~ The Christie 
il,. Christie~ Janie'; et~ al~-; Unpublished manuscript Librar:r School of 
Nursing~ Boston University,. 1948 
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study bad a three-fold purpose: 1. To help '~th the formulation of a more 
far-sightod plan in the over-all rotatioh of students; 2. To aid the 
head nurse in working aut a more effective method of assignment that 
w·ould provide each student with a fair share of valuable practice; 
3 .. To aid the head nurse in planning a ward teaching program that wculd 
meet the needs of the students in her departmenta The main contrib~ 
tion tP~t this Christie study made to the present study is one of method. 
Their mct!1od of presenting patient •s diagnoses, ages, treatments, and 
complicationsj etca, \1as modified slightly and used with very valuable 
results.. (See modification in Appendi:x:--Fonn A) 
In 1949 Andrews made 11A Study of the Clinical Resources Available 
on the Orthopaedic Unit of the Massachus tts General Hospital for the 
:Basic Clinical Experience of the Professional 1Turse. 11 12 At this time 
she analyzed the disease conditions on a11 orthopedic service to ascerte.in 
the adequacy of t lwse conditions for t he number of students to be accom-
modated.. This \'18-S done from an analysi s of the records of the patients 
admitted and discharged over a four-year period. The results obtained 
again revealed the essentiality of careful scrutiny of resources if a 
school is to provide all the types of e:x:p riences needful to prepar its 
students to meed the everyday nursi ng needs in a community. Her m thod 
of collecting data was not an on-the-job current method but a compilation 
of data from patient's records on file within the hospital record library, 
and it entailed the expenditure of a great deal of time by the individual 
collecting the data and does not meet the criterion of feasibility for the 
12. Andrews, Marie II A Study of the Clinical Resources Available on the 
Orthopaedic Unit of the Massachusetts General Hospital for the :Basic 
Clinical Experience of the Professional Nurse" Master 's ~1esis 
Boston University School of Nursing Library, 1949 
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majority of nursing school facUlties. It does offer guides, how-
ever, for the kinds of information which should be secured. Her 
gra;phic and tabular presentations were also very valuable in indi-
cating how data might be summarized and synthesized. 
These are by no means all the analyses of clinical areas which 
have been made. These are the only ones which could be found 'l'lhich 
had ~ scope which was somewhat similar to the scope of this present 
study. It is realized that many hospitals may have conducted small 
studies at some time to determine some specific condition in their 
clinical areas~ 
CHAPTER III 
TEE S 'l'UDY IN ITS SETTING 
- --==---
The hos:pi tal in which the present study was conducted is a 
medical-surgical hospital with a total bed c~acity of 250 patients 
at t he time and an average daily census of 25 on the head nurse 
unit selected~ The hospital maintains a school of nursing of its 
own and in addition there \'lere affiliates from 'two collegiate schools~ 
a . three-year school and a graduate nurse student group~ The hos-
pital is closely affiliated with a medical school~ 
Thera are eleven head nurse units in the hospital~ The distri-
bution is as follows: 
!L'wo medical units (Male and Female) 
Two metabolic units (Male and Female) 
Four surgical units (Two Male and Two Female) 
Three private units (l!ti:aed mala and female) 
It was felt that the situation in ~rhich it l'ras planned that the 
method of study devised was to be used subsequently, would have more 
elements in common with the general medical-surgical units in this 
I (.'~·. I 
hospital than with the metabolic unit on which was concentrated patients 
•n th a limited group of clinical diagnoses~ For example~ on the meta,.. 
holic units there was an unusual concentration of patients with Addison's 
Disease and Cushing's Syndrome, etc~ Even for the purpose of determin-
ing a method of studying the clinical situation, it seemed advisable to 
utilize a situation more typical of the average hospital in the United 
States~ 
A female service was selected because, in the situation used for 
try-out of method of study, the orderlies on the male unit performed many 
of the treatments performed by nurses on the female unit~ Student 
variations to experience might therefore differ~ In addition, it was 
felt that a medical unit might offer more opportunity for securing 
information on variables in stages of illnesses than would a surgi'cal: 
unit under present day medical therapy of recovery room care and early 
ambulation~ 
11 The acutely ill patient requires much more than twice the 
amount of nursing care required by a chronic patient; women require 
more medical care than do men, and medical patients require more nursing 
care than do surgical patients. In fact almost the entire tr atment of 
medical patients means nursing care~M l3 
This medical unit \'laS staffed t..ri th the different types of nursing 
personnel commonly found in the modern hospital and might, therefore, 
provide an opportunity to ascertain the. extent to wbich student assign-
ments to patients, ne.eds of students as learners and needs of patients 
for quality of care (as determined by the stage of development of the 
nurse personnel) might be affected by the ty:pes of pers onnel on the unit~ 
The nursing personnel of this head nurse unit was usually composed of: 
• 
A head nurse 
.AzJ. assistant head nurse 
One or two graduate nurses 
Ten student nurses (sp:pro:ximate) 
One or two nurses aides 
One ward helper 
.AzJ. orderly (assisting on several services) 
A;. ,A,..uproach ~Problem 
Before plans for this study had been developed, the ho~ital was 
1). Rottman, Marion llm.stribution of Nursing Service in Hospitals" 
American Journal !?f Nursing 28:7:686-689~ July 1928 
visited on many occasions and the situation of the head nurse unit 
observed critically~ At the time of these visitations many problem 
areas became manifest but the most significant appeared to be the 
reactions of the students of nursing to patient assignments, work 
loads and clinical teaching., This area of ecperienca of students 
appeared to be a very fertile one for investigation~ 
In order to obtain a clear field for action, the director of the 
nursing service of the hospital >'lho was also in charge of the school of 
nursing was interviewed for permission ~o perform the study. This 
interview was preceded by, first. a letter and then a telephone call~ 
Some historical data on the hospital as well <as permission to conduct 
the study were obtained during this interview • The tentative outline 
for performing the study was presented at the time of the interview~ 
Next, the resident-in chief on the medical service at the time 
was consulted~ The problem for study was presented to him for a 
critical view a nd appraisal~ His assistance l'ras particularly desired 
for the determination of the daily stage of illness of these patients~ 
After receiving his approval of the study and guarantee of assistanc 
from his and house officers on the service which included interns and 
residents~ the head nurse on the service was consulted~ The problem 
'\'las presented to her under rather unfavorable cireumst:mces { a parti.:. 
cularly busy day when the service apparently was not sufficiently 
supplied with nursing personnel) but permission was given to allow the 
study to take place on her unit~ An adequate explanation was not pos-
sible at the time, and dnri!Jg subsequent interviews this situationwas 
not remedied because of noise, many interruptions, e..nd apparent lack 
of time for discussion~ 
During the first conference w.I. th the head :mn-se on the service, 
the lunch hour was determined as being the best time to collect data 
because on most occasions the service was quieter at this time~ This 
hour proved. to be the most satisfactory during the day, but it 'frTas 
also found that at 9:00 and 10:00 P.M~ the collection of' data was greatly 
simplified because of the reduced number of personnel on the service~ 
vlhen the preliminaries lia.d been completed the next step \tras to 
ascertain what information on each patient was essential a~d how it 
could be secured in the light of the follol'rl.ng criteria& 
1~ Accuracy 
2. Validity 
3~ Reliability 
4~ Minimum a;pendi ture of time and effort 
5~ Minimum interference \rl. th the primary 
activities in the situation 
6~ Ease of tabulation. 
· In considering the information essentiall it was found t:b..at the 
patients 'l'rould need to be identified temporarily in order to provide 
for subsequent rechecldng on accuracy and compilation of dat~ It was 
found also that many patients had more than one diagnosis. To ascertain 
Whether or not multiple diagnoses affected nursing problems, it was 
considered essential to identify all the clinical diagnoses presented 
by the patient. As previously indicated, the nursing problems presen-
ted in the care of patients may differ markedly depending upon the 
acuteness or the mildness of the condition. It appeared essential, 
therefore, not only to ascertain the diagnosis but the distribution 
.:.2a.' 
of the availability of experience for student learning during 
acute, mildly acute and convalescent stages of the illness. In 
terms of technical skills required for nursing competence, the 
medical therapy :prescribed for each :patient was identified. This \'las 
used subsequently as an aid in determining the treatments unique to 
the care of :patients \dth certain disease conditions and those which 
wer e common to a wide variety of conditions and so could be gained 
by students in a wide variety of nursing situationa~ Since age may 
:present a diversity of nursing problems, it seemed to be essential to 
identify the ages of these :patients~ 
Availability of experience has little meaning unless it is kno'W'll. 
how it is adjusted to student learning needs. It seemed necessary 
therefore to ascertain ho't'r much of the Available experience was being 
used for student experience~ 
The first method tried :provided for an informational sheet inser-
t ed into every chart for the collection of the information discussed 
above~ These entries were to be made by the investigator and the sheet 
withdrawn upon discharge of the patient. The information would be 
tabulated at the end of the period of study. This method was discarded 
after a brief try ou·t because it was found to be too awkward to use as 
well as wasteful of material. It violated the criteria of reliabili t y, 
accuracy, maximum expenditure of time and effort and ease of tabulatio~ 
The next attempt substituted a noteboOk for the inserted sheets~ 
It was soon found, however, that this required a considerable amount of 
'!.·lri ting which was out of harmony with criteria of :crl.nimum e:x:pendi ture 
of time and effort and ease of tabulation. A modification of the 
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method of Ohristie, et~ al~, was finally adopted. An 8! x ll graph-
ic sheet, after try-outs :proved to lend itself to greatest ease of us 
and l'Tas therefore adopted~ It met all of the criteria :presented :pre-
viously,and it provided for the compilation of a large amount of material 
with a mininmm of writing~ (See Form A in Appendix of this report)~ 
This sheet has some limitations which willee presented at a later stage 
in this study. Ooding was used to eliminate excessive writing. The 
symbols decided upon were 1 acute stage of illness; ':f' subacute; 
+ mildly ill; 0 chronically ill; and L convalescing~ 
Medications presented a different problem from other treatments. 
· In the first :place, in this situation, medications were given by a nurse 
assigned to this activity rather than by t he nurse assigned to t he care 
of the patient. Data on medications, if coll ected in relation t o ot her 
inf'ormation on Form A would violate the criterion of accuracy~ It was, 
therefore; essential in this situation to devise another form for collec-
tion of data on medications. In situations where total nursing care 
assignments were me.de this might not be necessary. Form D ( S e appendix 
~f t his report) was devised to be used concomitantly "ti th Form A. This 
provided for a listing of medications given to patients, a description 
of the student or students giving medications on certain days and the 
length of time medications were given~ 
As far as :patient data were concerned, Forms A and D were very satis-
factory~ The next form to be devised was one concerned with students of 
1;4 • . Ohristie, et. EA~ QR.~ .Q!i• 
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nursing individ:u.ally during the period of the stuccy. Students 
assigned to evening or night duty usually had ~ge of all patients 
on the service and all medications and treatments. The entire bur-
den of nursing and non-nursing duties very frequently was carried by 
t'\oro students on evening shift and by one student (frequently by on 
second year student) on the night shift. Form ] provided for the 
collection of information on daily assignments, nursing and no~nursing, 
as well as the general condition of the patient, whether acute, sub-
acute, chronic, etc~ This classification, it must be remembered, was 
determined by the bouse officer~ 
Students in this institution did not keep records of patients car d 
for because it was felt by those in charge of nursing education that the 
field of experience was so rich that no recording by students was neces-
sary. In another institution student records, if accurately kept , would 
yield most of the material with which Form J3 was concerned.. Using records 
of students would decrease the amount of time which an investigator would 
have to spend in this area if modifications were made of the records for 
providing of material which could be easily tabulatec4 
A need was felt to keep a daily record of the number of graduate 
nurses, students of nursing and aides available on the service as well 
as the daily patient census. This material would be used to determine 
the average number of hours of nursing care provided daily. Form 0 
(See Appendix) was developed for this and created few problems in use. 
When the study had been in process a little more than a month, nursiRg 
students were heard on several occasions making derogatory statements 
about situations in the hospital and in the head nurse unit. To ascer~ 
tain t·rhether or not these a ttitudes >·rer typical of the students on 
this service, it seemed advisable to secure opinions in \1riting of the 
s tudents who were on the service at t he time. Form E was devised far 
this purpose. ~uestionnaires trer e given to all stud€nts on the service 
one month af ter the study had been started,. The questions lrere made up 
from problem areas mentioned by student s to learn how universal thes 
opinions \-rer .. From a total of 46 students, 35 questionnaires '\'ter 
returned. S~ne of the students had progres sed to servic s i n other 
hospitals and it was not fel·t too essential to contact them since they 
had been at·tay from the service for over a month and their recaJ.l of the 
service problems mi ght possibly distort the picture obtained from students 
who ·rere on the service \'lhen the questi onnaires \·rere '\'n"i tten. 
Form F (See Appendix) is merely a list of the bedside conferences 
made and recorded. during this four-month period., This information \'Tas 
obtained from records of a clinical instructor and includes only thos 
l'rhich ~·rere planned for the students on the service.. As in most insti ·~u­
ti ons , incidental teaching took place here which could not be easily 
tabu.lated .. 
During the initial stages of t he study the material (all except that 
on Fo1~ F and the Questionnaire) was collected daily.. A great deal of time 
l-Tas consumed in becoming familiarized \'lith procedures, records of the 
hospital, patients and their diagnoses, etc. A short time \~s spent daily 
viaitine and becoming acquainted '\vith patients so that the collect ion of 
data would become more vital~ This would not have to be considered at all 
.:.2&:. 
if individuals on the nursing staff of .a service conducted a study of 
this type because through daily activities , the patients \'rould become 
known to them, md accordingly, records would be very familiar. Kno\'tlng 
the patients saved a great deal of time in writing up some of this data. 
For example, patients with chronic arthritis would present a somew~t 
similar picture from day to day. Also, coding was mad~ with more ease 
a:fter the patients became known~ 
At later stages of the study as ma..'lly as three days were al.lo\<red to 
elapse between periods of collecting data. Collection of material on an 
eve~other -day basis appeared to be most satisfactory. After the graa-
uate and students on the service were made aware of the study, some 
readily gave assistance, often when not requested. With too long a 
period elapsing between recordings, too much of a turn-over of patients 
uas allowed to take place and presented many gaps which were filled only 
after some trouble and time had. been expended, moreover, this provided a 
hazard. of unreliability~ Also starting records of new patients took some 
time and if many patients were admitted or disc.h.arged, a particuJ.arly 
heavy load \'l'as placed upon the investigator during that particular period 
of collection of data~ 
The house officers were seen at least once a week for a determination 
of the stage of illness of the patients. More frequent consultations were 
desirable and on several occa.si6ns · 1.-rere obtained. Changing of house 
officers on the service occurred five times during the study and created 
a problem because of the need to present the pu1~ose of the study to each 
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and to solicit cooperation. All house officers coopera.ted but to 
varrying degrees. The problems arose, too, of t~~ personal element 
involved, in determining the status of the patient. Some hous 
officers felt patients \rere acutely ill \rhile other house officers 
would consider the patient to be in a less acute grouping and on a f w 
occe,sions, overnight the condition of the patient \'lent from acute to 
sub-acute or to chronic because of the differenc of philosophy of these 
house officers. Great attempt was made to discuss critically these 
evaluations but time appeared to be an inq;>ortant factor during these 
conferences \nth the house officers • 
.A:n average of one and one-half hours per clay \'laS spent in collecting 
the data. This varied considerably during the initial stqges of the study 
and after a period of a month. It varied according to patient census, 
number of admissions and discharges, also according to the number of 
students of nursing on the service. During the first two we ks of th 
study as high as five hours per day \vere spent in organizing materiru 
and collecting data although much consideration had been given to methods 
before the study was begun. Another factor \<Thich greatly influenc d the 
time involved in collecting data was that of availability of records. 
During particularly busy periods the records could not be kept away from 
those \<forking on the u.'lli t. At theM times the patients \·!ere visited and 
small services performed. Here again it is seen that an individual ~mployed 
in the area \'tould have a much better ace ss to the records and could 
select a time to collect data when the service was least busy. 
Tho hospital records which were used included many types. (1) The 
student assignment sheet lfhich listed hours on duty or in class, patient 
assignment, nursing and non-nursing assignments. Form E was used to 
collect these data. (2) The Daily Time Sheet which had on-duty hours 
of all personnel on the service' Form C utilized thi s material. ¢3) 
The Daily Census Eook which contained census and admissions and discharges. 
The material was also used on Form C. These records were usually easily 
obtained~ In this particular institution, doctor's orders for each pati nt 
were kept in one large notebook (4) These orderes were collected on Form 
A and this book was, on most occassions, in constant usc and consequently 
material had to be collected~ very rapidly~ For periodic checking, late 
evening was s lected when the service was quieter and omissions and errors 
could be discovered. (5) The }furse 1s Order Eook was similar to that of 
. . 
the Doctor's Order Eook but contained recordings of administration o:f medi-
cations and special nursing care for all the patients. In this institution 
nurses' notes were kept only on acutely ill patients. During the early 
stages of the study a lfurse's Order Eook was employed to record orders for 
the patients but was later replaced by a (6) Rardex system to record medi~ 
cations and treatments given to patients. This too, was used to obtain the 
descriptive data such as name, age, diagnoses , etc~ Periodically the 
patients' charts were reread for any change of diagnoses anQ to allow for 
more individualization. 
B. Data Obtained from Special Devices 
From the Forms A through F a great deal of material was obtained~ 
This material when tabulated and put into graphic or tabular form presented 
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rather interesting findings. In order to facilitate presentation of this 
material, the data obtained from these forms will be undertrucen individually 
in the remainder of this chapter. Inferences from data collected is pre-
canted ia~ediately after the data is discussed to prevent confusion due to 
the diversity of material presented. There are three main areas into whiCh 
the material is broken do~nn: 1~ Experience Available; 2. Utilization of 
Experience; 3. Reactions of students~ 
It must be remembered that a limitation to be considered at all times 
in tlus study is that of time. This study involved only one-third of a 
year and this period may or may not have been typical. Since this study 
has its emphasis upon a method, the inferences drawn are significant . only 
for the short period of the study and are valuable in demonstrating the 
ty:pe of interpretation ~rhich can be made from similar dat~ 
EXPERIENCE AVAILA:BLE 
Almost all of the information concerning the amount of experience 
available was obtained from Form A. This form allowed for the collection 
of all data concerning patients except medications. This material included 
ages, diagnoses , treatments, nurses giving care and daily recordings of the 
stage of illnes~:;. Throughout this study an attempt is made to present an 
over-all vie\·t of all areas such as an over-all vievr of ages of patients, 
and then a breakdown of these ages in relation to systems affected by disease~ 
Later when data on reactions of students of nursing \dll be undertrucen there 
will be a presentation of opinions, problems, etc., of all students and then 
. ' I 
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a breakdown in~o years, whether first, second or third~ This is done 
with the attempt to show general trends a.Tld then to point up those 
areas \·rhich are affected most by these trends. 
~ ~ ~ :Range 2!_ Patients 
-The range of ages of patients on a service is particularly 
valuable in a teaching hospital because those in charge of nursing 
education are able to determine \othere the emphasis should be, whether 
upon a wage-earning group or upon a geriatric group~ ~1e ages of these 
medical patients show that about sixty per~ent of the patients fall 
between the forty-five and seventy-four years of age l'ri th slightly over 
forty-one percent of them in the fifty-five to seventy-four group. This 
contoared to the eight percent in the fifteen to twenty-four age group 
and another eight percent in the seventy-five to eighty-four age grOUJ;l~ 
presents a curve of distribution Skewing toward the middle-age and old 
age p-oup. It must be taken into consideration that on a male service 
in a general hospital this age distribution would probaoly not be similar 
because of the large number of men in the twenty-five to forty-five age 
groups who enter Veterans • Hospitals~ Figure I has the percentage of 
patients in seven age groups of ten years each. The group 1tTi. th the low-
est percentage of occu.rence \otas the twenty-five to thirty-four group 
with only seven and one-half percent represented~ 
It would appear that special emphasis should be placed 'ti.POn nursing 
problems of geriatric patients in the classroom and in bedside conferences~ 
In planning the curriculum based on these findings, correlation of class 
and practice in geriatric nursing might "tell be considered in the objectives 
·FIGURE I 
'PATIElfTS ON A SELECTED !-iEDIO.AL HEAD NURSE UNIT IN 'I!EJRI>iS OF TEE 
PERCENTAGE IN DIFFEREI-TT AGE GROUPINGS 
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and content in assignments of students in this block of experienc • In 
a study of the total clinical facilities used by a school of nursirgin 
the preparation of its students, the distribution by agt! groups (as 
identified in the present study) points to the need of faculties 
to scrutinize carefully the findings to ascertain whether or not the 
:facilities actually provide the type of ex.perience '~>Thich \-Till assure 
ability to care for patients of all ages. 
Types of Medical Conditions 
In order to provide for a more detailed presentation of this 
material twelve systemic groups were established. The diagnos s of 
all patients who were on the medical head nurse unit during the four-
month period are presented in Tabl Ie From these diverse conditions, 
the systemic distribution was established. For a more detailed presen-
tation or breakdown of the material a problem arose as to the number 
of syst mic groups to be included. Some of the disee.se conditi ons could 
be classified in systems very easily and others \-rere more difficult to 
classify. Another person classifying the data might ltave pres nted a 
slightly different · summary. The Curriculum Guide 15includ d th blood 
forming and lymphatic systems in the circulatory system but in this 
study the ar a of blood dyscrasias is undertaken as a separate diseas 
entity because of the nursing care involved which is unlike that of 
cardiac or general circulatory nursing care. Two disease condi tiona 
could not be plac d into any other system "t-Ti th oas and therefore were 
classified as aJ.lergies. .Anotruar problem aron,too •. of patients \'Tith 
15. National League of Nursing Education, Curriculum Guide ~ Schools 
£f. 1\furSng N "' York, 1937 
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mu.ltiple diagnoses~ The r:m.in diagnosis was adhered to through-out 
all tabulation except under unusual circustances. One :patient was 
admitted to the hospital with twelve sub-diagnoses and during the 
period of hospitalization two of these sub-diagnoses at different 
times took precedenca over the admission diagnosis~ This is demon-
strated in Table 2 which will be discussed in lat.r pages of this 
study~ 
Number ~ Patients !!!S, Different Oondi tiona 
The percentage of :patients in these systemic groupings is shown 
on Figure IJ -The largest percentage being in the circulatory system 
with thirty-nine represented by seventy-three patients. The endo-
crine and gastro-intestinal systems are far behind with twelve and 
eleven percent respectively. The reproductive and eye systems have 
a very small representation~ This along with Figures I and II p laces 
a great emphasis upon the circulatory system and a geriatric group. 
If conditions of the eye are not in more abunruu~ce tl1an demonstrated 
here, there may be a need to investigate r esources to provide a rich r 
field of experience in this area for s t udents. A Curriculum Guide for 
- -16 .. . 
Schools ~ Nursing has only a few condi t ions of the eye mentioned which 
are considered nee ssary. 
There '\'tere 185 patients on the service during the period o:f the 
study. Fifteen of these patients were readmitted which provided a total 
of 200 admissions including some patients who were transferred, discharged 
or '\'Tho expired on admission~ One patient \'ras ad.mi tted at least five times~ 
16. National League of NUrsing Educati on, Curriculum Guide Op. Oi t. 
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0
¥umber 
Patients 
75 
19 
9 
18 
10 
14 
7 
1 
2 
1 
10 
19 
185 
There may appear to be some disparity with the total numbers of patients 
as far as ages are concerned. These patients were only counted .once 
regardless of the number of times readmitted to the hospital. This gave 
the 185 total~ . When disease conditions are concerned the total number 
of patients is higher because upon readmission many of these patients 
had different diagnoses. 
Comparison .2!_ ~ Grou;t!s ~ Condi tiona 
- - ' -
From Figures II and III, it may be noted that patients with 
diagnoses affecting the circulatory system are by far the largest 
single nursing problem. Of 185 patients on the u_~it dtu~ing this 
pericxi, 73 or 39 percent had some type of circulatory systf~m ti..is-
The endocrine system has its highest peak il'l the forty-five . to 
fifty-four age groqp. This system presents a rather smooth curve as 
far as age distributions are concerned~ The gastro-intestinal system 
presents a steP-ladder type of progression, each successive age group 
has a higher number of patients represented with an abrupt drop in the 
oldest age group. 
Thus it can be seen that by far the greatest number of patients 
l'Ti th circulatory diseases are in the upper age group \<Thile those with 
diseases in the endocrine disease area are in the middle age group. 
It wouJ.d appear then in clinical teaching, when nursing care o:f' patients 
with diseases of _the circulatory system is undertaken, more ~hasis 
shouJ.d be placed u;pon the ai:z:ty-five to seventy-four grou;p. TM socio-
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economic factors may be quite different from those of a much you.:cger 
person. The same is true of the respirator.1 system~ With the systems 
such as endocrine, musculo-skeletal, blood d.yscrasias and rcprod:l~ctive~ 
emphasis should be placed upon a much younger group~ A figure sU.ch 
as this kept at hand should allow for very pointed teaching. ''lhen 
considered in relation to the ten major causes of deaths nationwide, 
the need for concern with prevention, rehabilitation and care during 
illness becomes quite plain~ Today in the United States the ten major 
causes of deaths in the order of occurrance . a:r:e: 
ause of Death 
:oise~es Qf .t.h~ mtart 
Cancer and malignant tumors 
Intracranial diseases of vascular origin 
Accidental deaths 
Nephritis 
Diseases of the ~T•w Born 
Pneumonia 
Tuberculosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 
Senility and unknown causes 
Classification ~Patients ~ Degree ~ Illness 
Figure IV presents the nuraber of patients in each· systemic group 
with a breaki-down according to acutely ill, sub-acutely ill, mildly ill, 
chronically ill and convalescing. In every system the number of chronically 
ill patients was much greater than the other classifications. The cir~ 
latory system \rl. th a total of 1295 days of patient care had on ... third of 
the days of care of cardiac patients spent with the chronically ill 
* 17 American Year Book Record of 1949 New York; Thomas Nelson and Sonw 
. ~ ----:' 1950, page 6ol to 662 
... FIGURE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF PATIElTTS ON A NEDIC.AL SERVICE 
-DURING A FOUR-l.fONTH PERIOD AOCORDHTG TO DEGREE OF ILLNESS* 
(.Aeut 11 Subacute, Convalescingil Mild and Chronic) 
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.:r~  
Key: 
_.....,j 
1
Circule !i Ory' Sy: tem 
;:<Oi'•' 
Respil: ~tory S: ~stem 
In+. .. un 1entary System 
Gastro l!nt,est: ~1 Sys 
Blood r,y .............. td.S 
"R'!nnn~,. Ilia Sys em 
Mus~,,, -et~le· 
--
~1 Syst 
: Urinar Systet 
'b fOC>lt 
~. rvtive VI.L 
Eye 
.... Syste: .L~~-•: v vu. 
Acute 
Sub-acute 
Convalescing 
Mild 
Chronic 
Total 
Number 
Days Patients 
Receiving 
:r ,.,... 
185 
103 
;em 410 
215 
380 
fm 120 
210 
10 
5 
29 
140 
patients. Considering that this is a six area classification the 
number of :patients l-Ti th chronic cardiac conditions seems to demon.-
strate the necessity of carefully planned assignments so that the 
students will not have a concentration of ex;perience in any one are~ 
Concomitant Diseases 
.. 
Many concomitant disease conditions represented by these patients 
were found. Table 1 l'Tas set up to allol-r for an analysis among other 
things of the number of concomitant cases per system, \'lith the average 
number of systems involved per patientt the range of systems involved 
per patient, and the total number of other systems involved~ This was 
done because of the large number of sub-diagnoses which some patients 
had and because it was realized that many of these subdiagnoses may be 
so extensive as to create very real nursing proolems for the students 
of nursing and accordingly provide her '"i th experience in more ar as 
than would be assumed at first glance. The circulatory system l-Ti th 
seventy-eight cases had an involvement of other systems occurring 170 
times l-Tith an average of 2.2 times per patient. The genito-urinary 
system had the highest average number of other systems involved per 
patient which numbered two and nine-tenths times. ~ne concomitant 
systems and number of times they occurred were included also to present 
a complete picture. There was an average of seven and one-tenth con-
comitant systems involved which did not include the eye and reproductive 
systems vrhich had no concomitant diseases occurring~ 
The number of concomitant diseases occurring demonstrates a need of 
J., 
Principle System 
Involved 
Integ'lllllentary 
System 
Genito-Urinary · 
System 
Respiratory 
System 
Musculo-skeletal 
System 
TA'BLE 1 
CONOOl>UTANT SYSTEHS DTVOLVED IN PATIENTS ON A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT 
DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD IN RELATI01T TO SYST»l:S PRI1IDIPAIJ,y AFFECTED* 
·Average NUllloer Range of Systems Total Number of' Times 
NUmber of Cases of Systems I11volvec Involved per Concomitant 
Per System Per Patient Patient Other Systems Involved. Systems 
7. Integumentary 
Circulatory 
9 1~44 4-o 13 Endocrine Gastro-intes. 
Circulatory 
Gastro-intes. 
7 2.S6 5-0 20 '? Urology Endocrine 
Eye 
Integumentary 
Circulat crry 
Gastro-Intes. 
20 1.45 4-o 29 Integumentary Endocrine 
"? Respiratory 
Musculo-skel. 
Urology 
Nervous 
Endocrine 
Circulatory 
11 l~lS 6-o 13 7 Integumentary Urology 
ReProductive 
Nervous 
Gastro-intes. 
* Source: 
From orm ~See Appendix 
Frequency 
of L, 
Occurance 
6 
5 
1 
1 
5 
5 
5 
2 
1 
1 
11 
~ 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
~ 
2 
1 
1 
1 +::' 0 
1 
TABLE 1 Continued (2) 
Principle System Number of Cases Aver age Number of !Range o:r :systems :L'01ia.L OJ; 
Involved P.er System Systems Involved Involved Per Patient Times Other Systems Concomitant FrequencY: 
Per Patient Involved Systems of Occurance 
Circulatory g 
Blood DWscrasias 17 ~SS2 3-0 15 Endocrine 1 Integumentary 3 
Nervous 2 
--· - --
Respiratory 1 
Integuril.en tary 9 
Endocrine &.o 
Circulatoey ~ System 20 1~~5 29 Mu.sculo-ske1~ Nervous 3 
Ga.stro-intes~ 1 
Respiratory 2 
Blood Dyscrasias 1 
' 
Endocrine 1 
r 
?' Circulatory 66 
Endocrine 23 
Circulatory I ntegumentary i~ System 75 2~19 l l-0 170 Gastro-intes. Respiratory 12 
Urology 10 
Nervous g 
' 
Musculo-skeletal ~ I Blood Dyscrasia& 
Reproductive 2 
'II!"!N:l 2 
Circulatory !:> 
i Gastro-intes~ 5 
Nervous I 
., Nervous 3 
System lQ 1~5 3-0 15 Musculo- skeletal 1 Integumentary 1 
-1-" ,_. 
•/ ~ 
TABLE I Continued (3)• 
Number of Cases Average Number of Range of Sys terns Total Num oer o!· li one omJ. 1iam; Jl .~.-~'! w . Ojtf 
Principle System per Systems Involved Involved per Patient Times Other Systems Systems of 
Involved System Per Patient Involved Occurance 
l .. . 1~0 
Reproductive 
Integwnentary 1 
Allergies 2 1 2-0 2 Musculo-skeletal 1 
Blood Dyscrasias 1 
Respiratory 1 
Gastro-intestinal 20 1.3 4.o 25 Circulatory 4 
l>fuseulo-skeletal 1 
Integumentary 1 
? Gastro-intestinal 8 
Reproductive 1 
Nervous 4 
Allergy 1 
Eye 1 
Eye 1 1 1-0 
Total: 193 331 
Source: (Average Involvement 27 concomitant 
From Form lA --See Appendix cases per system) + N 
presenting older students with nursing problems i..rhich involve a large 
n'UI!lber of disease conditions occurring in one patient. This should 
allow for reflective thinking on the part of the students and also 
serve to correlate the many areas undertaken individually while 
pursuing the educational experiences~ 
~ Hospital §.!&. 
Th average period of hospitalization reveals that the patients 
with genito-urinary conditions have the longest period of consecutive 
hospitalization with an average stay of thirty-one days. Seven patients 
only are represented in this classification or three percent of the total 
diseases. (See Figure II) Patients with diseases of the circulatory 
system (seventy-five patients) are in fourth place in relation to the 
average hospital stay with an average of sixteen days per patient but 
this classification constitutes thirty-nine percent of all patients 
during the period of the study. Several patients with genito-urinary 
and musculo-skeletal disorders stayed in the hospital for a very long 
tim • A patient with polynephritis was hospitalized ninety-six days~ 
(The time in the hospital for this patient was longer than this but the 
study was started after the patient had been in the hospital for some timi ~ 
It is interesting to note that this patient was liked by student nurses 
-' 
the second highest number of times (See Table 29) and {~nly .' Qisli~d by 
-~ . .. , . -
one student . Three patients with rheumatoid arthritis stayed in the 
hospital for lengthy periods, l.e., one for eighty days, another sixty-
nine and another for thirty-nine days. One patient with rheumatoid 
44 
TA:BiiE 2 
PERIOD OF HOSPITALIZATION FOR J?ATIEW.!'S ON A MEDICAL SERVICE DORING 
A FOUR-l·toUTH PERIOD IN SPECIFIC DISEASE ABEAS IN TERMS OF H.AJ'OR DIAGNOSIS, 
lTUMEER. OF PATIID.TTS, !.TtJ!..i:BER OF DAYS IN' HOsPITAL A~ID A~ mJM:BER. OF DAYS STAl* 
TABLE 2 Continued 2 45 
1-rumber of Number of days Aver age days of 
:rri "'"'~a"" r.ont'H M nTH! 'P~+.io.,..,+. .. i.,., 'tl'n .. n • .f.,, lft '~ ....... , 'I ...... .f...t ......... 
Gastro-Intestinal 
System 
Ulcerative colitis 2 138 
Cancer of gastro-intestinal tract 1 34 
Duodenal Bleeding 2 55 
Gall-bladder disease 4 18 
:Bleeding uJ.cers 1 20 
Sclerosing pancreatitis 1 12 17 
Gastroenteritis 1 10 
Cancer of rectum 2 15 
Esophageal bleeding 1 ~ Laennec's Cirrhosis 2 
:Bleeding of gastro-intestinal trac 2 14 
19 323 
Musculo-skeletal System 
Rheumatoid arthritis 5 217 
Trichinosi s l 19 26.6 
Osteogenic arthritis 3 27 
Subdeltoid bursitis 1 26~ 
Integumentarl Syste~ 10 
Cellulitis 1 23 
Cancer of breast 3 36 11.5 
Scleroderma 3 28 
Lupus erythematosus 1 6 
Poison Ivy 1 rod-""9 
Allergies . 
Face ~owder Allergy 1 4 
SUlfa Sensitivity 1 2 3 2 b 
~ 
Chorior~ti11..i tis 1 29 29 
Endocrine System 
Addison's Disease 7 66 
Myxedema 1 4o 
Hyperthyroidism 2 36 13 
Cushing'a Syndrome 2 30 
Diabetes Mellitus 6 73 
18 :!1:!:!5' 
46 
Table 2 Continued 3 
OJ: OJ: a.a~ tAVv"'"'G"" I.LaY5 UJ. 
Disease Conditions Patients in hospital hospitalization 
Nervous System 
Psychoneuroses 1 33 
Polyneuritis 1 17 
Delusional psychosis 1 i~ E,pileptic 1 12~6 
Bead.a.che 2 23 
.A.n:det:r State 2 20 
Depression 1 2 
Cord Tumor 1 
' 
2 
-
io 
' 
l26 
~lood pyscrasias 
' Splenomegaly 1 lS 
Lymphosarcoma 1 ~ Leukemias 2 21~1 
Hodgkin • s Disease l 21 
Anemias 7 124 
Polycythemia vera 1 14 
Hemolojo'WI jaundice 1 2~ 
t'~ ):4 2g6 
Grand total O!nDd Total Average 7.11 
munber of number of days days per patient 
patients in hospital 
1!5 1'~395 days 
Source: 
::B'rom Form A - See .A;ppendi:x: 
ar thritis was in fourth place according to the opinions of students 
who enjoyed giving her care~ 
It appears that special attention should be given to student 
assignments. Although a few patients representing several systems 
stayed for lengthy periods in the hospital, some of these systems were 
poorly represented by the number of patients. Therefore, the head 
nurse or clinical instructor making assignments should allow all 
students on the service to care for these limited patients who are 
in the hospital for a long time through careful rotation of assign-
ments~ Since most of these patients with long hospital stays were 
in th chronic disease stat , another problem arises as to over-crow-
ding a student of nursing with experience in chronic disease condi-
tions~ Careful planning of student assignments is very important~ 
~nere ~ears to be a possibility of some correlation between the 
lildng or dislild.ng of a patient by a student of nursing and the length 
of time this patient was given care but no attempt was made in this 
study to do a comprehensive investigation of this area. See Table 
30 for likes and dislikes and periods of hospitalization. 
Table 2 is a breakdovm of the average length of hospitalization 
by systems and disease conditions. In the circulatory system with 
s venty-five patients, eight patients stayed in the hospital for a 
total of 218 days with diagnoses of cardio-vascular accident; eighteen 
remained in the hospital for a total of 340 days with hypertensive 
heart disease. Myocardial infarct caused seven patients to be hospi-
talized for a total of 111 days and rheumatoid heart disease kept 
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fourt en patients in the hospital for a total of 141 days. ~1 
total number of days represented by all patients in the circulatory 
system '\'tas 1205.. This vtould appear to be a very rich area of experi-
enc for students of nursing. The respiratory system did not have as 
great a representation Som s?~les of hospital stay in thi s group 
show the highest number to be thl"e p~tients ,.m. o were hos:pi tali zed for 
a totB~ of forty-eight days with diagnoses of :pneumonia and four for forty-
four days with diagnoses of asthma.. The number of de.ys of care of :patients 
'ofi th respiratory disorders provided in this area was 258. Th.e geni to-
urinary system has its greatest number of hospital days due to :py lon :phri-
tis, with three :patients staying for a total of 113 days. Glomerulonephri-
tis was a far s cond with one patient staying fifty-on days. The gastro-
intestinal system had its highest peaJ~ at 138 days of hospi talizatian for 
two patients \rlth ulcerative colitis. Five patients with rheumatoid art~~i­
tis stay d a total of 217 days repr senting the muscular-skeletal system. 
No ...--.'Withstanding the fact that the hospital had metabolic wards, fiv 
different diseas conditions were represented in the endocrine system 
with the highest period of hospitalization for six patients with diabetes 
m lli tus at a total of seventy-three days the the seco116. hie;h st f or 
seven patients of sixty-six days ~nth Addison's Disease. 
In line with this, Essentials 5._::, ~ School !2!_ Uursing states 
that 11If th average stay per patient drops appreciably below ten dqys 1 
it may indicate that the institution maintains a largely diagnostic 
service. Under such circumstances, the student '\·Till not have the 
opportunity to observe the course of the disease, or the reaction 
of the patient to the treatment~ Or if the patient's stay is appre-
ciably longer, it is likely that the service is chronic in character 
providing limited opportunities to learn and to practice nursing. 
A reasonable index of acuteness of illness is an average stay per 
patient of ten to sixteen days". lS 
Although newer methods of treatment may alter these considera-
tiona when therapy greatly shortens the hospital stay of patients the 
faculty should consider what the total therapeutic plan is in order to 
determine whether or not other than hospital facilities are adequate 
in teaching the total plan of care~ 
Figure V shows the average length of stay per patient for each 
system~ The genito-urinary, gastro-intestinal, musculo-skeletal and 
eye systems have average stays much longer than the sixteen-~ limit 
for acute cases given above. The circulatory system is right on the 
line with a sixteen -day average. The average hospital stay for all 
patients in all systems is seven-plus days. Therefore for some systems 
there appears to be an emphasis upon chronic cases. For other systems 
the emphasis seems to be upon more acutely ill patients. It seems to 
be essential therefore that the acuteness of a service be generally 
1_8_. __ National _I;iagu.~ of Iq'u.r~ing Education -Essentials ~ ~ ~ School 
£1. Nursing 1942, page 46 
FIGURE V 
AVB1.-o.AGE LEHGTH OF STAY IN DAYS FOR PATI ENTS 01l A MEDICAL SERVICE DURING 
.N FOUR.-MOUTH PERIOD SHOI1I NG HIGHEST AND LO'VlEST 1rU1..ffiER OF HOSPITAL DAYS 
NUmber of days 
100 
6o 
4o 
20 
0 
75 
SYSTEMIC DISTRI:SUTIOlllt' 
r 
19 7 
Number of patients 
Source: 
*From Form A--See .A:ppend.i:x: 
Key: 
Hi ghest number of days 
Average number of days 
- Lowest number of days 
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determined by the method advocated in Essentials ~ ~ ~ _sch--..,o...;.ol._ of 
1ilrsing when an analysis of a clinical ar a i s done. 
It must be kept in mind, however, that medical treatment is changing , 
early ar.'lbulation. early discharge and_ home care plans may indicate that 
the curriculum plan needs to consider other facilities than the hospital 
if the nurse is to be prepared to meet all th rcommon nursing problems 
found in first level graduate nurse positions~ 
There also appea:rs to be a gre".t probability that a more extensi. v 
study would reveal that the number and kind of endocrin disorders would 
be of such a number that the stud nt of nursing should have her experience 
on the metabolic wards shortened because of the frequent occurrence of 
these cases on the general medical wards. Some readju$ting of assign-
ments to medical services s ems to be call d for in light of the larg 
number of endocrin condition&. 
Figure V and Table 2 are representative of streP.gths and \·reaknesses 
in this medical head nurse unit during a four-month period. Carried out 
for a year's time over the entire hospital, a study of this typ should 
provide material for the educational and administrative staffs to d termine 
areas where students may possibly obtain an over-abundance of experiences 
\"Tith patients \'lith some disease conditions and have very limited experience 
in others .. 
It might be wise here to mention that when this study was initiated 
there ,.r re pre-clinical students on the servic • l'li thin a month th se 
students became first y ar students. Hany of the figures and tables 
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differentiate between the first and pre-clinical students. However, 
when the questio:onaire was presented to the students there \'Tere only 
the three levels (first year, second year, and third year). Therefore, 
b 
the use of these pre-clinical students could not be consistnnt for the 
entire period of the study. 
Treatments 
The number and types of treatments on a service eonsti tute ·.a verY 
.. 
important area for the available experience of the students of nursing~ 
A few diagnostic procedures are considered here also because of the 
nursing care needed for the proper completion of the procedure. :Because 
of the large number of treatments given on this service, Fi~e VI 
has only those treatments given more than three times~ In the appendix 
the remaining treatments which were ordered will be presented~ 
No attempt was made to break dmin the treatments accorcling to the 
severity of illness of patients receiving them but this is an area which 
could be investigated. Pfefferkorn and Rottman in Clinical Education 
state that 11 It may be of interest to note here those factors that 
condition the reaction to treatments of different patients on the same 
service. In general a critically or aeu.tely ill patient will require 
more time for a particular treatment than one who has passed th se 
stages." l9 
Many of the treatments are relatively new and \'tould call for special 
emphasis in teaching. The test for eosinophile rate, 17 keterosteroids 
urine collection and radio-active iodine test would normally be expected 
i9._ Pfefferkorn and Rottman, ~· Cit, page 45 
FIGURE VI 53 
l:TUM:BER OF THiES SPECIAL 1roRSil'iG PROCEDURES . ORDERED OU ALL PATIENTS 
ON A NEDICAL SERVICE DURING A FOt!R-M0}1TH PEBI OD* 
{ 
Number of tim 
Daily weight 
Daily intake and. output 
Daily blood pressure 
Enemata 
Urine collections 
Cat heterizations 
Application of Ace J(andages 
Basal J.fetabolism-Rate 
PSP (JtJrine) test 
Coronary chair 
Stool to laboratory 
Gastro-intestinal series 
Oxygen therapy 
Barium enema 
Ambulate 
Sputtun to laboratory 
Gastric analysis 
Lumbar puncture 
Coronary care 
Proctoscopy 
Radio-active iodine test 
Intravenous test 
Hot compresses 
Inhalations 
Gall bladd.er series 
Respiratory precautions 
Saline gargles 
Irrigations 
Constant drainage 
Cyst oscopy 
Electro-encephalogram 
Paraffin~ax Applica t ions 
Pellet iiiq)lanta.tion 
Bronchoscopy 
Glucose tolerance test 
Suicide precautions 
.lunytal ired.ation test 
Bed cradle 
Eosin~hile test 
Bone -Marrow test 
Gastroscopy 
Shal!l]?OO - •• 
* Source: 
Compiled from informatio 
from Form .A-.See Appendi 
•• All trea ments orde d 
less t three tim in 
appendi 
-~ 
on a metabolic service instead of on a general medical servic • Th 
implantation of pellets (adrenal cortical substances) is another 
treatment which would not normally be expected on this service. There-
for , teaching on metabolic units and medical units should be close~ 
related so that students will have proper emphasis placed upon these 
subjects. lifo attempt ,.,as made here to determine the number of times 
eac_lt treatnent -v:as given. This should. provide some interesting findings 
but it is too specific for the purpose of this study. Paraffin wax 
applications were ordered on six patients but these six patients· included 
some with diagnoses of rh~natoid arthritis and the number of days spent 
in the hospital by these patients \"las longer than days spent by patients 
with any other disease. (See Table 2) 
It has been pointed up that this is a teaching and research hospital 
and many of the treatments and medications ordered are for study purposes 
and any findings which 'VTould be made from a hospital of this type might 
be applicable in this area alone, although there is no assurance thatit 
might not be the universal diagnostic treatment of tomorrow. Daily 
weight, intake and output, blood pressures, and enemata head the lo~ 
list of treatments given. 
This material presents the concentration of treatments (special 
procedures for patients). Here ~ain ar as for special emphasis in 
clinical teaching are denoted. Lack or ov r-abunclance of certain pro-
cedures can be evalue.ted in light of this. 
l>tedic~ti ons 
The medications given to patients on the service during the period 
of the study created a very re21 problem. There 'Vrere many new research 
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drugs being used. Drug companies producing similar drugs under 
different names created a great deal of confusion. The students 
,.,ere heard on several occasions making complaints about being assigned 
to the giving of medications.. While students were giving medications ) 
many questions arose as to the action of the drugs~ With the large 
number of research drugs being used in this particular hospital, there 
~~ little material available on the service for the students to learn 
about these drugs.. Even the ne~ter phal'macology books could not possi-
bly include all the ne\'ler drugs and these ne\'1 pharmacology books socn 
b came dated. A spot check \-tas done about fou.r times with a nursing 
instructor, to determine the medications given on a.ll the services in 
the hospital and then a check of three new pharmacology books was made 
to learn ho"' many medications were includ d in the books and holr ma.IV 
"rere not. After this, a file box was placed on each ward with a card 
containing information about the more frequently ordered medications . 
This is definitely another area for investigation. It demonstrates 
the type of problems \lrhi ch are uprooted \>Then a study is being performed 
and the need to have definite boundaries set up before the study is 
started so that the investigator will not become lost in a labyrinth 
of separate problems. 
Figure VII presents medications '\>thich vtere ord red more than five 
times$ Reading the l ist were mineral oil and penicillin ordered seventy 
times each. No attempt was made to find how many times these medications 
were given because, although valuabl , this 1·rould have been too time-con-
suming for a study of this type. A general picture of medications ordered 
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FIGURE VII 
lrol.IDER OF TIMES MEDIOA'l10NS ORDERED FOR PA'.:'I Ef1TS ON A MEDICAL SERVICE DURING 
A FOUR-MOUTH PERIOD~~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I *From orm D--See Appendix I I ** Medi ations ordered less than five times in a penclix 
I I I 
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was considered adequate. 
Hours of Nursing ~~Severity:~ Disease 
The nunber of hours of nursing care given per patient is of 
interest to nurse educators and nursing a c'Jllinistrators because it 
serves as an index to the type of service trhioh the patient is receiving. 
In Essentials .2!_!. ~ School of Uursin.g it is stated that an aver~e 
of three and one-half hours of nursing care are needed for medica~ 
patients . They a~e 1946 figures based on practise rather than a 
study of actual patient requirements for care and in light of present 
day therapy may not be as valuable as they were \then determined,.. Tl:e 
hours of nu:rsing care provided by all nurses (except head nurses but 
including nurses' aides) \'IRS calculated daily. These l'rere then compared 
with the daily patient census to determine where the number of hours 
actually provided stood i:rt relation to what .-ras oonsiderfld necessary for 
these medical patients~ To give a more d tailed picture. the number of -
acutely, mildly and chro!lically ill patients were also considered for th 
same perio~ During the 116 days on only t'IY'elve occasions did the number 
of nursing care hours fall below the three and one-half mark. The number 
of h ours provided occasionally went as high as five and six-tenths, f iv 
and eight-tenths, and six and four-tenths hours per patient. Figur VIII 
demonstrates the hours of nursing care provided in relation to the severity 
of t h disease of the patients. In several instances when the number of 
acutely ill patients was very high (beh,een April and !·1ay) there \>Tas no 
corresponding rise in the nULiber of hours of nursing care provided. On 
several occasions when there ,.,as a relatively lo\t occurrence of acute and 
\ 
FIGURE VIII 
DAILY NUMBER OF PATIENTS IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF ILLNESS ON A MEDICAL SERVICE 
AND THE DAILY AVERAGE HOURS OF NURSING CARE PROVIDED PER PATIENT DU.RIJG FOUR MONTHS* 
~ !Fe~b~~~--~l~L~~t~h~·~------a&~.-~M;ar~e~h~~--~~---.-0 .-.-.---..--.~~A~p~ri~l~~~~~/~1-'\,_~------------~M~~--~------~'-----r--~20 I V Juru 3rd 
,H, 
10 
3 
l-
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1 ~!Ufrl~ 
1 ~----------~---------------------------------+----------~1 ---------------------t------------i ill patients 
J 
Mildly ill 
Patients 
0 ~----------~--------------------------------_. __________ ~____________________ _. __________ __. H~s of ~sing 
Care Provided _ _-
Daily (average) *Source: Compiled from information from Form O--See Appendix 
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chronically ill patients there was a corresponding increase in the 
number of nursing care hours which developed into one of the unusually 
high number of hours of care provided. This figure carried out on a 
year's basis and including all hospital ser-rrices should give those con-
cer ned with the education of students of nursing and the management and 
staffing of \-rards something tangible to work with \·rhen planning assign-
ments to services and evaluating types of conditions on services. 
There appears to be a need of some plan provided for a resupplying 
of servic s in a hospital during periods of great fluctuations in census 
to allow for a constant number of nursing hours which will provide for 
good nursing care. With an unchanged number of nursing personnel on a 
service, there is a great possibility of lack of adequate experience for 
all \then the census is low and too heavy a \'rork load for this same number 
when the census is at its peak~ 
Utilization ~E;perience ~Student Learni~ 
Students considered here are first, second, third year students 
of nursing. The preclinical students became first year students within 
a short time after the study was started. There were about 50 students 
of whom 44 stayed on the service for a length of time which would allow 
for consideration. Some students called "floaters" (usually advanc d 
students) were assigned to several services at one time and they were to 
fill in \-Th re needed. Much of their work 'I'Tas administrative in natur 
and could not be easily tabulated. Since this happened infrequently no further 
-consideration was given to these studentse There were sixteen first 
year students, t\'renty-tl'TO second year students and six third-year 
students. 
Form E allowed for the collection of much of the data concerning 
student nurse experience» non-nursing as _well as nursing. These 
students are dealt with first in a group and then first, second and 
third year classifications. It was realized that a detailed study 
of the experience of each student on the service would be extremely 
valuable, but to be done thoroughly, it tvould necessitate another study 
area of this type and furthermore it is out of the scope of this study .. 
In some instances, students of nursing are dealt with ind.i vidu.ally. This 
is not a~ attempt to investigate eaCh individual student's experience 
but to present a cross-section of what members in the s~~e class may be 
doing as compared with members of other classes. 
The students are considered alphabetic:Uly on these few occasions 
and first year student ~ is the same student in all tables and figures. 
Second year student A2 will consistently be the same student and this 
is true of the third year student A:3. This is done so that an interested 
individual may follow students A1 or ~ or A through all areas expressed 3 
here. 
The data obtained from Form E contain' some interesting material . 
In order to present these findings vr.i. th a minimum of confusion, the 
material is broken up into nursing assignments and non-11u.rsing or special 
assignments~ 
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~ ~ Assignment .!!!, ReJ:.ation ~ Student Level 
The systemic distribution of assi £~nrnents of all professional nurses 
to patients shows that the first year students in almost all systems were 
used to a greater extent than other students for nursing care although 
the ratio of first to second year students was 16:22. Figur IX • A 
more extensive picture of assignments of' students of nursing can be 
obtained if Tables 10, 11, and 12 , which reveal non-nursing assignments 
according to classification of students , are studied simutaneously with 
the distribution of' nursing assignments. A discussion of Tabl s 10,11, 
a nd 12 will follow later. Figur IX demonstrates the manner in which 
assignments \'tere delegated to all nurses ( exc pt nurses 1 aides). Th 
circulatory system again leads the way with 450 times that first year 
students were assigned to patients in this system for care. The endo-
crine system is second with 235 times that first year students were 
assigned to give care. The pre-clinical students d±d. not give a very 
extensive amount of care to patients except in the circulatory system. 
This creates an interesting picture. The very young students (in 
experience) are apparently carrying the heaviest patient load.. !l:U.a 
might mean that the b st possible nursing care is not being given to the 
patients because of laCk of experience of the students~ 
Gipe and Sellew in ~Administration discuss in some detail 
conditions which should affect th determination of 11rho is giving 
nursing care. 111-lho is giving nursing care reqU:ir~s a great deal of 
thought and sld.ll in making assignments. Points which must be remembered 
are: (1) The needs of individual patients and the degree of nursing 
1-Turses 
Assigned to 
· Patients 
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FIGURE IX 
SYSTEHIC DISTRIBUTION OF ASSIGNMENT OF PATIENTS TO PROFESS!Ol.J:AL NURSES 
. ON A MEDICAL HEAD lmRSE SERVICE DURI UG A FOUR-MONTH Total Days of 
NUJnber of times PERIOD* 300 4oo Assignments t1 
assigned 
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25 
Circula ~ry System 1190 
Respira Jry System 255 
IntegumE 1tary 
System so 
Gastro--1 p.testinal 
System 315 
:Blood ~ ~crasias 
Endocri e System 
MusculG skeletal 
System 
Urinary System 
l.ITervcru.s System 
Allergi~s 
190 
1J4o 
120 
210 
135 
10 
Reproduc "ive System 5 
Key: 
Preclinical Studen t 
First Year Student 
Second Year Student 
Third Year Student 
Graduate Nurse 
I . 
·.·.· ~~ . 
ability required for the task. (2) The ability and skill of the nurse • 
(3) In the case of the student, her educational needs must be the first 
consid ration. • e • (4) Hours when th nurse may be on the \<tard.u 20 
Stage ,2! Illness of Patients 
The stages of illness of all patients on the medical service 
during this period were ascertained by frequent con:f r nces with the 
house officers. The terminology used was acute, sub-acute, mild, 
convalescing and chronic. This classification was established by the 
Manual .9£. !. ~ School ~ Nilrdng in 1942. It is interesting to note 
that in all twelve systems represented, the number of days of chronic 
illness was far in advance of the number of days of illness in other 
stages. In the circulatory system, 475 chronic days were represented 
out of a total of 1295 chronic days to all systems--about one-third were 
chronic conditions. The acute stage of illness did not have a very 
spectacular representation. Figure IV demonstrates this division of 
stages of illness of patients. This information should prove to be a 
very valuable aid to a head nurse or clinical instructor Lrnlking assign-
ments. 
The use of Figures IX and IV sho\·18 that with the large number of 
first year students giving care, there is the great possibility that 
the concentration of care is with the chronically ill patient. Clinical. 
teaching should include special nursing care problems of chronically ill 
pati nts and assignments should be made so that the students will be 
given experience in all areas l-Ti th a better balance according to stages 
of illness~ 
2o. Gipe and Sellew ~Administration St. Louis; Mosby Co. 1949, page 53 
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Patient Assignments 
Of the students on the service during the four-month period, forty-
four students had 1,195 patient assignments. The largest number of patient 
assignments (667) was given to the first year students. ~nis is demonstr~ 
ted i n Figure IX where the heavy patient ass~nment of first year students 
is seen in relation to the lighter patient assignment load of second year 
students even though the number of second-year students is greater than 
that of first-year students. The first-year students also had the highest 
average number of days of care per patient, (2.3 days, see Table 3) and 
the longest period of assignment to any one patient occurred in this 
group at sixteen times. Table 3 presents the distribution of these assign-
ments according to yearly classification of students. Tables 4, 5 and 6 
present a more detailed picture of this same information according to indi-
vidua~ students. Some students had as high as fifty-eight different 
patients assigned while on the service and others had only one or t"I·To 
patients assigned. 
This would be the type of table which \'TOuld provide valuable infor-
mation to those evaluating student experience according to the total 
number of patients care for as well as the average length of time spent 
caring for the patients. On no occasion was the average length of time 
caring for a patient over two and six-tenths days. 
From these tables it can be easily seen that Student HI (Table 4) 
had a patient assignment which was much greater than that of students M2, 
or T2 or~· 
Number of 
Students Students 
First Year 
Students 16 
. - -
Second Year 
Students 22 
: 
Third Year . ·, 
Students 6 
: 
Total& ~· 
Som~ce: . 
-
TABLE 3 
S'CHIARY OF PATIENT ASSIGNMENTS OF ALL STUDENTS OF NURSING ON A 
MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD* 
- . 
~tal NUmber of Patient Average Number of Patien Average Number of Day 
Assignments to Students Assignments to Students Assigned to Students 
667 41 2~32 
446 20 1~64 
' 
I 
82 12 1~4g 
l 
: 
-
I 
I : 
1~195 27 ' 
From Form .B--See Appendi ' 
. ., 
Longest Period of 
Assignment 
I 16 days 
9 days 
4 days 
0'\ 
\J1 
.. 
T.ABLE4 
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,...DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS OF NURSING O.ARE GIVEN BY FIRST !E.AR STUDEJ:TTS ON A lifEDIOAL 
BEAD NURSE UNI T DURI NG A FOtlR-l·WNTH PERIOD \'liTH AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS ASSIG1iED 
~R STUDEUT PER PATIENT AND LONGES T PERIODS ASSIGED TO PATI E1TIS* 
. 
First Year Number of Patients Average Number of Days Longest Assignment 
Students Assigned to Patients Assigned to Period for any 
Students Students One patient 
Student~ 54 .. 2.4 13 ... 
Student B 36 2.5 6 l 
Student 01 51 2~6 g 
Student n1 13 1~5 3 
Student E1 25 1~8 5 
Student F 45 2~5 g 1 .. 
Student G 1 43 2.5 s· 
Student ~ 58 2~5 11 
Student I 1 50 1~74 7 
Student J 1 44 2~6 15 
Student IS_ 27 2~3 5 
Student ~ 38 2.07 7 
Student M1 56 2.4 g 
Student N 4o 2.7 g 
1 
Student o1 51 2.62 10 
Student P 46 2.5 16 1 
Student average f Pr all students: 2.3 c1 fi.YS assigned to patients 
67 
~A:BLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS OF HURSUTG CARE GIVEN :BY SECOND YEAR S'l'ODE11TS OH A MEDICAL EEAD 
,.NURSE ID.TIT DURI NG A FOUILMOUTH PERIOD WITH AVERAGE NUM:BER OF DAYS ASSIGNED EACH 
. STUDENT PER PATIENT AND LONGEST PERIODS ASSIGl~D TO ANY ONE PATIENT* 
Second Year Number of Patients Average Number of Days Longest Period of 
Students Assigned to StudentE Patients Assigned to Assignment to any 
Student One Patient 
Student~ 41 2.1 7 
Student :J3 37 2.02 9 2 
Student C 36 2.02 6 
2 
StudentD 11() 
2 
1.75 5 
Student E 19 1,89 7 
2 
Student F2 15 1~66 4 
Student G2 26 2.07 . 6 
Student H2 27 1~7 4 
Student I 2 50 l.8S 6 
Student J 2 17 1~41 3 
Student X 16 2~18 5 2 
Student L2 
2 1~0 1 
Student M2 
4 1~0 1 
Student N2 32 1~6 6 
Student 0 25 2.os Average for 6 
2 all student 
Student P2 15 l.S 1.8-1- 3 
Student~ 11 2.09 4 
Student~ 1 1~0 1 
Student s2 8 1~62 3 
Student T2 3 1~0 1 
Student u2 •• - - -
Student V2 7 1~14 2 
Student W 14 1.07 2 
2 
Source: FromFon :B-See Appendix **Student u2 Had nc patient 
assignments while c 1 service 
-TA:BL'Ill 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF DAYS OF }iURSI NG CARE GIVE:t-T :BY THIRD YEAR STUDENTS 01~ A lrn!DIC.AL 
}?EAD 1TURSE miTT Dl:JRING A FOUR MOl'lTH PERIOD HITH AVERAGE NUl.mER OF DAYS ASSIGii!ED 
EAcH ST\JDEHT PER PATIEl~T AND L01:JGEST PEBIOD EACH STUDEl'lT .ASSIG11ED '.ro ANY ONE PATIENT* 
Third Year Number of Patients Average Number of Days Longest Student 
Student Assigned to Patients Assigned to Assignment Period 
Students Students ~o Any One Patient 
Student~ 24 1~5 3 
Student :S 19 1~9 4 3 
Student C 15 1~4 3 3 
Student D . 11 1~09 2 3 
Student~ 13 1.53 4 
Average For all Stud.ell 
1~48 
*Source: 
From Form B- -see Appendix 
It would seem to be imperative that a careful check be kopt on all 
students to prevent overloading of experience for some and a minimum of 
experience for others~ 
Table 3 't<ti th its more general pi ctu.re is probably more significant 
here because of the extremely high patient assignment of the less e.x-
perienced nurses. 
Tables 7, S, and 9 present a very detailed account of patient 
assignments of each student of nursing. These individual assignments 
are arranged systemically and broken down into acute • mild and chronic 
stages of illness. This very dramatically presents the experienc ob-
tained by each student. Although the second year table, Table S is much 
longer '·lith its twenty-t>iO students represented, it can be clearly seen that 
th relative number of patients involved is much less~ The third y ar 
group had only six students • and· these students ttere getting senior ex-
perience. With the majority of the first year students, the number of 
chronic conditions was in a greater abundance than the mild and acute 
and the number of cardiac conditions was in greater abundance than co~'a.i.:. 
tions in other disease conditions~ The same is true of the second year 
students on a smaller seale~ 
Again emphasis seems to be on the chronic cardiac patient. Too 
muCh emphasis here is not desirable if other equally essential experiences 
will be jeopardized. 
The number of days that student nurses were assigned to patients 
was investigated to see where the greatest concentration according to 
--- - - -- -
TABU! 7 
.SYSTEMIC DISTRI:BUTIO~T oF ACUTELY-MILDLY-AND CERONICALLY ILL PATIENTS 
c!SSIGNED TO SIX!l'DN FIRST-YEAR STTJllENTS ON A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT 
DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD* 
Systetna 
- I - T --- --- -,-Students ~ ~ tO ~ i ~ r-i ~ G) 0 !f G) or! .p :1 .p as to '8~ ~ ...... J:l .p .p ..... .p CD ~~ ~ ~ G) (.) ll A~ ! g~ g f..c i r-1 ~& f..c 0 f..c.p "" 0 ~ ~ ~ i .PJ:I CD t A f..c ~ .... .p I)'J I)'J ~ ...... J:l :i ~ :1 ~ l5o:1 t!J .... rxl 
i M J.t c A M M c A M c A M 0 A M 0 A M c M C .A M c A M 0 A M 0 ' A1 1 6 ..5 1 4 5 
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!4 ~ 2 2 4 1 2 I 2 13 ,.___ 
01 11 17 2 3 4 1 4 +-- 44 10 13 
D1 1 
E1 5 3 2 2 6 5 
_j3 F1 2 3 
G1 5. 4 ~ I 5 3 5 12 6 
!2 H1 g 4 · 1 6 1 12 
I1 4 4 2 
J1 2 :L .3Q 10 9 2 20 4 10 3 2 .,.. 
123 
I 
K1 10 5 4 10 5 2 4 1 1 2 1 
2 1 11 ' 
I 
6 17 12 ~ 1 g 1 7 ' ' 2 2 3 1 2 7 .g 7 3 
Ml 4 g 7 3 3 10 1 5 3 2 12 
N1 16 1 3 __5_ 
01 10 46j4 7 1 6 4 
16 p1 4 ..3.Q g 4 10 1 1 2 
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TABLE 9 
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disease conditions would be. P~tients car ed for five times or 1 ss 
were not considered in this tabulation. Five :patients trl. th rh 'Ull'l&-
toid arthritis were assigned to students of nursing the largest ~ub r 
of times which was 105 tim s. Patients wi. th cardio- vascular acciclent 
were second with assignments numbering seventy-five times and patients 
t'li th ulcerative coli tis third at forty-six times . Figure X has all 
the disease conditions of patients who were assigned to stu& nts of 
nursing over five times . These thirty-eight patients .'o~~~ re:presenteg) 
' --"'~ ........ _ -- ·-- --·- .... ., .... 
twenty :p~cent of the total number of patients on the service during the 
period of t he study. It appears that special attention should be given 
to the length of time t~~t assignments are made to students. Twenty 
percent is a rather low figure for an over-five times assignment of 
students to patients. Table 3 presented t he average number of days of 
care given to all students at ttro and three-tenths days for the f irs t 
y ar students, one and six-tenths day~ for the seond year students and 
on and four-tenths days for third year students. 
Th se appear to be extrem~ly short periods for students to be 
g tting experience. In light of the average period of hospitalization 
for patients t·lith each disease condition (See Table 2) , it appears that 
the students of nursing should get a higher average number of days of 
care per patient. It probably suggests that the faculty reconsider the 
objectives of nursing and clinical experience. 
gpecial Assignment 
Special assigmnents were also collected on Form ~. Late shift 
and medications \'lere included in this grouping although most of the 
FIGURE X 
~ITn·IDEB. OF DAYS (OVER FIVE DAYS) STtJIIE}TTS OF NURSING 
ASSIG11ED TO PATIENTS ON A MEDICAL READ NURSE UNIT \VITH LISTING 
OF PATIENTS ACCORDING TO DIAGNOSES* 
From Feb.rua.ry 18 to June :3t 1950 
Diagnoses of 
Patients 
Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Ca.rdi ovascular ace i de 
Ulcerative Colitis 
Heart Failure 
Glomerulonephritis 
Coronary Occlusion 
Polynephritis 
Myxedema 
Angina Pectoris 
Pneumonia 
Gastrointestinal cane 
Hypertensive heart di 
DiaRetes Mellitus 
Berflium Poisoning ,. 
Chorioretinitis 
Arteriosclerosis 
Asthma 
L;.rmphosarc oma 
Bleeding ulcers 
Psychoneurosis 
Renal /Calculi 
Hemolo~aus jaundice 
Celluli h s 
Days students assigned to patients 
20 4o 6o 80 
·--- ~ l 
1 1 
1 1 
3 i 
11 
6 
2 
*Source: Compiled from information from Form B--See Appendix 
** }nnnber of patients in each disease classification 
5** 
100 
Note: Entire patient census during period of study 185 patients. 
38 patients represented here; percentage~ 20% 
120 
assignments are non-nursing in nature. Tables 10, ll and 12 have 
a differential :presentation bf these assignments according to classes. 
Here again the students can be follo-vred rather closely because there 
are individual assignments. This s~e student who had the highest 
number of special assignments also had a. relatively heavy patient 
assignment ld th marked concentration in the circulatory system. (See 
Student ~ on Tables 7 and 10) Student P1 , however, had a relatively 
light special assig1uncnt with a rather heavy patient assignment, :par-
ticularly of chronic patients. Using Tables 7, 8 and 9 1-ri th Tables 
10, 11 and 12 a spot check of each individual student 1s experience '\-rill 
be obtained. As was mentioned before, carried _out on a largei scal e 
ldth all students included it should :prove to be extremely s' nif c.unt~ 
Student Le who had fifty-five special assignments, ronly care . -ti~ one 
'-----
chronic cardiac patient for one day. (Table 8 ) 
Tables 7, 8 and 9 also show that t he special assignment load of 
ach of the sixteen first year students amounted to 358 assignments 
\d th an average per student of twenty-t-vro special assignments. The 
twenty-t\'TO second year students had a total of 416 special assignments 
t·1hich is more but . averages out to nineteen assignments per student. The 
third year students had 178 special assignments and this produced an 
average of thirty special assignments per student. In this hospital, 
however , the third yeax stud nt 's experience on the ser~rice \tas more 
r~ghly specialized, e.g., checking narcotics, going on ward rounds 
1-nth doctors, etc., and accordingly the amount of bedside care gi~en 
by her -vrould be at a minimum. The younger students carried the heaviest 
76 
3 
Diet Therapy 
Special 
Assignments 
!A.13LI 11 
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS OF SECOND YEAR STUlllm'l' NURSES ON A MEDICAL HEAD m:msE UM! 
DURING A FotJit..NONTH PERIOD* 
Stt~nts 
• ------------~~ ~--,---,-~~--r-~r--T--~--~. --.-- ·.-~~~--~--~1 Number of time.s_a.sJJigne, 
!ota1 mmibe: 
1 (20 Students) c I D E ]' G l H I J X L M N I 0 p 
I I ' 
A :B 
l 
Q. R S f T U V li W 
I I 
of times Sp cial 
~sig.nments Made 
!Medications A.M. 
I P.M. 
~ Evening Du.t;y 
I Night Duty 
lutilit;y Room 
I 
j Solution :Ba.sket 
I Treatment Tray 
I 
lemperatures 
ntake and Output 
befecati on List 
Medication 
Cabinet 
Admissions 
Discharges 
Clean Bedside 
3 1 1 8 2
1
2 2 , 5 
1 I 2 1 I 9 
~--~--~-1~~--~ 
I- 1 ,__ 1 2 11 16 
3 3 3 2 1 2 
7 l 4 
1 1 
17 
~-t -~ L6 ~ - 10 
1 I 3 , ,--=-c~~_,._t--=!!=. 11= 1 
1 2 1 
--1 1 3 j 3 6 
I= 
1 
2 
1 
1 
. ~- -
1 I 
I 3 I 
2 3 
2 
1 
2 
l 
~~--~-- --+--+--~--
2 11 
==·r=-==1 ==t===J== 
1 
1 I 
..... 
Tables 1 
Sc;pply Cabinets 1 1 1 
1 
1 I 10 5 
4 7 5 
21 3 I . 
23 I 
_.,_.,.. __ 
2 l 
1 
I 
2 1 I 1 1 
=o i== 
I I 
="+=-.. ""'!"-4 1 
2 4 • 1 
I 
I 
2 1 
1 
=-
1 
,,.,. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1 
9 
I 
I--< 
r-1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 6 1 
2 3 1 
I I 
1 
1 
I==+= 
3 1 2 1 1 1 
I 
! 
1=-:-=·'-"· 
Check Supplies 
Emergency Equip. 1 -+--t--t·--r==-1-t-===--t-=if---"f--l~=t""==-*""'+·--?[==-+~-4---+j-of--1--+-· _...., =-=4= 
1 I= =-= •=--=- ==--'""·=~=*<-! r•=~""~-+==*==t==>J=;-:- •c-~= ~--Linen Closet 
Ti<tr Ward 
Check Fluids 
2 
3 
=-- 1'-'----'-
2 1 
2 ! 
11 =11 -~·-- 1 
-- - - --, - ._, ____ =-== , _____ ==*=~ 
2 
i 
---- ------,~=~,=<t-==11= 
--===t= 
55 
36 
68 
26 
4 
23 
25 
3 
19 
5 
11 
1 
1 
3 
2 
7 
g 
=~-
-
-p 
-
=-= 
students --416 
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T.A:BLE 12 
SPECI.AL ASSIGNMENTS OF THIRD 'YEAR STUDENTS OF NTJRSING ON A MEDICAL HEAD 
UNIT D'IJRHTG A FO'tJR...MOlmt PERIOD* 
Special 
Assignments 
f{:. .... !J. 
"' 
Medications AM 
PM 
Evening Duty 
Night Duty 
Defecation List 
Intake and Output 
Fluids 
Clean wards 
Utility room 
Treatment tray 
Temperatures 
~ted.ioine Closet 
Admissions 
Sol uti on :Be.sket 
RO'l.L'lds 
Charts 
In Charge 
Narcotics 
Special Supplief! 
Total 
1 
9 
6 
3 
7 
3 
4 
4 
2 
1 
6 
1 
1 
l 
48 
Students----Third Year 
"R · ~ n 
1 2 
l 5 1 
7 29 
1 3 
1 
1 1 
4 11 
l 
1 
10 4o 30 
* Source: From Form B--See Appendix 
'11! 'li' 
12 
32 
7 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
39 ll 
Number af times 
assigned 
'I'OifiAT. 
25 
13 
71 
7 
ll 
3 
5 
4 
5 
3 
22 
2 
._ 
3 
1 
1 
1 
l. 
1 
l 
Grand 
Total 178 
-7~ 
bed:::ide ntu·sing care load. Ideally, this administrative experience 
of the senior nurse could have allowed for an integration of medical 
and nursing therapyand }?rovided an exchange of information. Without 
time allow·ed to read records of patients and. with very heavy nursing 
responsibilities the students seldom appeared to be able to do an 
effective job with this senior experience~ 
For an over-&.11 picture of the special assignments, . a graphic 
:presentation ivas used. to shm.v- the distribution per class, See Figure 
XI. ..iedicv.ti ons were assigned more times to first year students (129) 
and to second year students (90 times) than any other special assign-
ment. The first year students were assigned to cleaning the utility 
room, checking solution baskets, cleaning treatment trays, afunit t ing 
patients, and taking temperatures more frequently than other students . 
This figure would make it appear that the first year students had a 
heavier special assignment than other students. Coupled with heavier 
patient assignments, these students appear to r~ve a rather heavy 
clinical assignment. 
There appears to be a need of re-evalu~ting the ability of the 
student nurses before some assignments are made. This very heavy 
nursing and non-nursing assignment to the first year students creates 
some ~aestion concerning the educational value of such experiences. 
It would also appear to point to the need for clearly stated educational 
objectives to gUide assignments to services, to patients, etc., and to 
be used in appraising results~· 
\ . f:;~ 
~ \ ~ ..... ~ Cll a ~ \.J1 . . 0 ~(I) \J'I 0 \.0 Oll Cll ):j 
(I) 
I ~-;; __ ,_ a }.ledications I r,________ I 245 ** 
··/' 
Late Dut y 167 I -~"" 
Night Duty 
Utility Room 
S_o1ution :Basket 
--Treatment Tray I \ ~ .--~ \ ---- . - · -.. --
.Intake and Output ...:~--- 12 I I t::1 \ "-....... ' H Defecation Li st ~~~ 49 0 (Jl ~ 8 ~ Medicine Cabinet ..... -!( 10 :: ~ ~ 1-3 
t::1 H 
Admissions w~~ ~ I 38 I I H 0 0 ~ Discharges 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ :Bedside Tabl es r~ ~ I I 3 \I 0 Supply cabinet s \~i 7 ~ ~ 
C.heck Supplies I ,,, I I 4 ~ fli bj l •. H . ' 
I r: i 2 @ ~ ~ S!!ction I I * Q II I 1-3 ~ 
m 
Admission Set l'i< ! I I 38 I H) oo t::1 9 t:J ... 0~ ~ ~ ~ .§ () H tn 
Energency equip . I '-~. I ~r I I 9 I ..,.~ 21 bj .... .. Q b;l 0 (11 > g Linen Closet I -~r; ~ I I 8 ~ p. H) ~ ~ )d'i 
St r a.i ghten ward I ~ ~! I I 13 I I ~ ~ ~ r.n (I)~ :s: t-3 Diets 1 .. J I I I 1 (I)~ 8 § 
Fluids I ~ /~ ·· ,_, I I 28 I 
.~ ij ~ ~ 
1'0 ~ '1:1 m ~ cl" !N 0 
Orthopedic equip ·1 { / 
'I 2 
r 
~~ H b;j 
M ::S 0 
Diabetic instruc. i- I \ 1 1l ~ r.n H ~·leight :Book t/ 1 2: Cjl AQ.mis sion :Book rt 1 II \ 
I_n charge :.J. \ 1 ri 
I ~ 
Precautions '~ \ 1 1f1 - rr Cl :; . "<l . :t. •• 
Rounds It::- j I \ 1 \.>I 1'\) 1-' Check Charts .\1\ 'i ):j rt.l p. p. C't' ......... '-~ ~ ~ 'ti Temperatures 117 : .. (\) ~ ~ I - 'i 
In rJl rJl 
Special supplies I r I j l 1[ [ [ Narcotics · 1 CD COCO ):j ):j ):j 
es indicate total ~ : : 
OS I ~o~ of times ssignments de 
.....;gl-
Form 0 provid d for the collection of information concerning the 
hours of nursing care provided daily on this service. The nursing 
personnel was usually composed of a head nursey an assistant head 
nurs , graduate nurses, student nurses a.nd nurses 1 aides. .An or-
derly was present on the service occasionally but usually had to 
circulate among several head nurse units. The hours of nursing care 
provided daily included only those individuals giving actual nursing 
care. This did not include the head nurse or orderlies but did include 
t he nurs sr aides~ Figure XII pres nts a daily repr zentation of the 
patient census in relation to the dnily hours of nursing care provide~ 
The census on this medical head nurse unit varied from a lo\oT of 
seventeen once to a high of thirty-four on tl'10 occasions \rl. th an average 
daily census of twenty-five. The amount of nursing care provided for 
these patients rarely fell b11low the thr e and five-tenths hours of 
nursing care established as essential for medical patients by Essen-
tials £!..!:.~School £.! Nursing. From the graphic presentati on Fig-
ure XII, peaks and slumps in census and hours of nursing care are 
readily seen. When the census was low, there was no readjustment of 
nurses and on several occasions as high as six and seven-tenths hours of 
nursing care l'lere provided per patient. This is very similar to Figure 
VIII and both should be useful to educational directors and hospital 
ad.ministra.t ors. 
The ~xperience received by student nurses on a h ad nurs unit 
can be partially evaluated by the hours of nursing care per patient and 
daily census. At times when the service has an over-supply of nursing 
February 18th 
FIGURE XII 
DAILY CENSUS ON A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT COOARED WITH AVERAGE HOURS OF 
NURSIUG CARE PROVIDED FOR EACH PATIENT FOR 4 l-iONTHS* 
# June 3rd April 
May March 
Number of 
Patients 
(Daily 
Census) ~ ~~----~~--~~~~~----------1-------~------~------~~~~--~~--~~----~~~ 
7 
v 
• 
I 
4 
~ ~----~--~---------------r.----~r-----------+-----------~~----+-~ 
Average 
Hours per6 Patient 
!rovided 
Daily 
5 
. 3 
. 2 
• 
I \ I F 
Hours of Nursing Care Essential for each Me 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
- 1 
*Source: Comp ed from information from Form C-See Appendi 
) 
17 
7 
6 
.. 
_g~ 
hours, the amount of xperience for students would definitely be 
limited. 
Pfefferkorn and Rottman in their Bellevue study show variability 
in patient census and nursing load which occurred at Bellevue for 
a si~month period. From the data collectad, they were able to state, 
11Under such conditions one of two policies must be adopted: ei -t;her 
(l) the hours and efforts of the students must be stretched to meet 
the situation as best they can; or (2) a temporary graduate nurse 
staff must be secured through a contingent fund, '"hich should be 
in every hospital budget in anticipation of such an emergency. The 
adoption of the first policy precludes good nursing and good training 
and is undoudtedly one of the serious and preventable caus s of student 
illness, whereas the second policy safeguards the maintenance of good 
standards of nursing and also assures the proper instruction and train-
ing of the student bodyu~ 21 
Experience Available -Clinical Teaching 
The number of bedside conferences and formal clinical teaching 
is considered by some to be of great importance. It must be und rstood 
before any attempt is made to evaluate material collected on this area 
that the planned teaching is only a small part of the teaching which is 
presented to the student. Incidental teaching takes place all during 
the time the student is on the service. Some of this may b~ good, some 
bad. The assignment to the patients is a form of clinical teaching. 
Non-nursing assignments could also be included as incidental clinical 
teaching becaus some may help the student to plan \·tork better and to 
21. Pfefferkorn and Rottman, Op. Cit., page 6o 
t'tevelop along ad..ministra.tion ~ lines. 
The planned clinical t aching and bedside conferences ar 
nevertheless very i:nrr>orta.n.t and allO\.r for the student to bring 
together many isolated fact:s about nursing the patient. Classified 
by systems as previ ously referr d to in Figure IJ, Table 13 may be 
used to ascertain the amount of time allocated to formal teaching 
about patients 'I'Jith disease conditions falling ,.,i thin the 11 system" 
classification., :By noting the total number of patients in each 
systemic classification it can be observed that there is no relatio~ 
ship between th numb r of patients with a specific diagnosis and the 
amount of form~~ teaching centering around patient problems in any 
given disease condition., 
The total amount of time spent in the planned clinical t aching 
"ras 795 minutes or thirteen and one-fourth hours~ Spread out over a 
four-month period, this allows f or only thr e and one-half hours of 
formal d.iscusnion planned per month. The largest amount of tim was 
spent in the area of gastro-intestinal system which had a representa-
tion of ten-percent of all patients on the service. T.he circulatory 
system with the largest number of patients (seventy-eight) received 
only thirty minutes for planned ins truction. Thirty minutes for an 
area which included almost forty-percent of the disease conditions 
appears to be rather lol't. The allergies, reproductive and nervous 
systems received no attention. The latter was represented by ten 
patients, about five percent, but on many occasions students reflected 
T.A:BLE 13 
:BEDSIDE coNF:I!l:B.ElmES PROVIDED FOR ALL STUDENTS ON A MEDICAL 
HEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD IN RELATION TO 
THE NUMBER OF CASES PRESENT IN EACH DISEASE .AREA DURING TEE 
SAME PEBI OD* 
87 
Systemic Grouping af Possible ·!ime Alloted for Formal Total Number of 
Disease Areas for Discussion Teaching in These Areas Patients in Each Area 
Circulatory 30 minutes 7~ 
Respiratory 4o minutes 19 
Allergies ••••• 2 
Endocrine 135 minutes 18 
Gastro-intestinal 270 minutes 19 
Integumentary 120 minutes 9 
MUsculo-skeletal 70' minutes 10 
Urinary 30 minutes 7 
~ood Dyscrasiaa 70 minutes 14 
Eye 30 minutes 1 
Nervous 
***** 10 
Reproductive 
***** 1 
795 minutes ig5 
Sources: 
*:&'rom Forms A and F-see qpendi 
1Jt hours 
a great deal of insecurity in caring f or these patients. In Tabl 
21, concerning general unit problems , the students of nursing gav 
three problems: (1) difficulty in approaching uncooperative or de-
pr ssed patients; (2) need of ad qu.ate help \·ri th disorient-v.ted 
patients; and (3) too many patients with mental conditions. 
In light of the fact that many of these students are first 
and second year students who have not had their psychiatric experiences 
it seems necessary that some attempt be made to soften the effects of 
the mentally disturbed patients u;pon the students. This could be don · 
with greater emphasis upon emotional needs of patients and ho't'r to 
cope with them and also through group conferences which would attemp t 
to aid students to understand these patients better and to work through 
ways in l·rhich ' nursing and nurses are most successfu1 in promoting im..o · 
proved patient adjustment as well as helpi ng the students to gain more 
sldll in patient-nurse relationships~ 
It appears that the planned clinical teaching for disease conditions 
was not adequate for the number and kinds of patients represented. There 
was no evidence of an attempt to correlate the large frequency of patients 
with disease conditions in some areas with the amount of clinical teaching 
done nor was there any evidence of selecting patient problems on the basis 
of the planned clinical teaching on other medical units. Since no stu~ent 
was on the unit for the entire four- month period, most students received 
much less than the amount of teaching demonstrated here . Many students 
were not able to attend conferences because of the time at ,.,.hieh t hey w re 
held~ 
-S~' 
Table 14 presents a more detailed account of the disease conditions 
pr sent on the medical head nurse unit during the four-month p riod~ 
The actual subject of discussion is presented and the differentiation 
again according to systems. This was included to show another method 
of presenting the material~ 
Table 15 presents non-specific discussions which includ d such 
items as usa of house suction and medical emergencies. ~ne total 
at~ount of time given to these i t ems was 190 minutes or thr e and one-
tenth hours. The gr atest amount of tim was spent in the area of 
oxygen therapy m.d drugs for congestive failure which had sixty minutes 
each~ 
This, too, over a f our-month period ~nth a complete turn-over of 
students seems rather inadequate for a large service of this type with 
many treatments taking place and nursing problems 'l...rhich could be di scus-
sed. A great deal of attention ne ds to be given to both areas (nursing 
care of patients with certain diseases and nursing problems) to assure 
the student of nursing of a valuable clinical exp ri nc in a s~ecific 
area. It must b noted here , ho"trever, that the assignment to this ser-
vice va~ not the complete medical xperienc• for the stud nts. A mor 
extensive study could profitably follow a group of students through an 
entire experience and, again, in the individual cas study method, learn 
exactly '\>That each student has had offered to her in light of what is 
available on all the services. 
~le incidental teaching often st~ted when the student aaked a question 
. 
UBLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF FOm.w, CLINICAL INSTRUCTION OJ'FERED TO STUDENTS ON A MEDICAL BIIAD BURSE UNIT 
• DURING A FOUB.-MONTH PERIOD WITH DISTBI:BUTION ACCORDING TO NUMBE.R OF PRESENTATIONS PER . 
SYSTDf AND LENG~ OF TIME ALWWED* 
. .... 
ld~ ~3 i 6: . ~~ e .: .s~ ~~ :i Cases Presented as Formal -c~ O.P s:l ~~ I .p .... l! i~ Clinical Instruction 1ai~ .PCD ~ fi.p .Ps:l ~ JJ r~~ () ~ ~.p ..9:1 Bflj J o I til 
Pancreatitis & HJ.pertb1roidism 30 min 30m1n 
Nursing Problems of Pancreati-
tis with HYPerthyroidism 6o min 6o mill 
Nursing Problema of Patients 
withMyxeclema 45 min 
Patient with Cellulitis 30 mi~ 
Nursing Care of Patient with 
Cellulitis 30 min. 
Discussion of Gastric Ulcera 6o mi~ 
Patient with Ulcerative Colitis 30 mi~ 
Medications Used in n • 30 min. 
Treatment of • I 30 min. 
Nursing Care of Patient with 
Ulcerative Colitis 30 .min. 
Traction in Rheumatoid .Arthri ti1 30 min 
j 
~min .;...,-mb :aery ium Poisoning 
" Rheumatoid Arthritis ~ mi~ 
Nephritis Glaucoma 30 min 
Rhewnati c Heart D1 aeaae 30 min~ 
Blood D,rscraaiaa 70 mi!l4 1-
- -
-
- 1'"--- - ~ 
SCleroderma 
Nursing Care of Patient with 
Scleroderma 
Total 
.30 min. 
.30 min.· 
. 
;. 
10 min. 120 min. 30 m1n.6o min~ 270 min. 135 
min. 
• Source : From l!'orm F-See Appendix 
. 
: 
. 
4o min. 30 min. 
-
g 
j & 
I 
I 
3Q min. 
-
30 min. 
91 
JI!ABLE 15 
MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS OF DISCUSSION FOR :SEDSIDm CONFEREUOES 
OlT A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT FOR A FOtJR...HONTH PEBIODI' 
Miscellaneous Topics for Disaussion 
Demonstration of oxygen therapy 
Method of taking accur~e blood pressure 
House suction setup 
New Drugs 
House Suction 
Medical Emergencies 
Written quiz~ ) 
·.,...· 
Orientation to patients 
Orientation to special regimes 
Drugs used in co:cgesti ve fail'I,U'e 
* Source: 
From Form F-See Appendix 
Time Alloted For EaCh Topic 
to minu.tes 
30 minutes 
. 30 minu.tes 
20 minutes 
45 minutes 
25 minutes 
45 minu.tes 
26 minutes 
35 minutes 
6o minutes 
Total 190 minutes 
3.1 hours 
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of some member of the medical or nursing sta£f and detailed answers 
were given. In a hospital associated 'l'ti th a medical school ana. also 
in a research hospital the possibility of this incidental teaching 
being of value to the student of nursing is usually very great. From 
observations, it was noted that these spontaneous teaching situations 
provided the student ~dth some very enlighteniP~ information . There 
are several points to be considered, ho>-rever; t he teaching does not 
reach more than one or t\ro students of nursing at a time, the material 
is presented by a member of . the medical staff and may be excellent but 
beyond the level of the student, the clinical instructor is fr quently 
not m·ra.re of the natU!"e or amount of this teaching and is unable to 
follo\'t through \vith 'points of nursing care at the time "'hen they would 
me'm most to the students of nursing~ 
There appeared to be no criteria used in guiding students in 
providing and appraising nursing care quali tatively. 1-!os t of the 
students appear d to be more interested in completing all of the ta~s 
assigned so that they would not be subjugated to criticism from th 
head nurs or supervisors. 
Evaluation of the students \vas done by several means. Nursing 
ability records were \it'i tten by the head nurse on the unit and most 
of th students felt that the evaluati on was a true record of their 
progress when they filled out their questionnaires, see Table 19, question 
m. One unit examination \.,ra.s noted. Table 15 demonstrates a \'lri tten qui~ 
'-
scheduled for the students. Several factors arise in relation to the 
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placement of this quiz~:. The students of nursing >·Jere rotated several 
times during the period of the study, the plann d clinical instruction 
urogram 't'tas noted from Table 14 and Table 15 had no alJparent order 
- " . 
and Table 13 demonstrates that it did not appear to be carried out in 
relation to the concentration of patients vn th disease conditions in any 
specific area. The student s attending the qui24:zi \'lere on various levels. \..~-· 
Apparently no provision was made for testing th students on their Mfn 
levels and since o:D.ly one qui~ l-Tas scheduled during this four-month 
period it does not aeem to be part of any organized plan but placed into 
this program at random~ 
Reactions ~ Students !2, Clinical E:x,perienc!. 
. ~ . ~ ,.. 
Form E was presented as a questionnaire to the thirty-six students 
on the medical head nurse unit. The response ~om the questionnaires 
was extremely interesting although certain areas whi ch apparently affec-
ted a small number of students did not appear to be signi:fica..~t~ upon 
tabulation. For example, some students had so much to \irite about some 
factors that instead of ruL~ering to the method prescribed on Form E, 
they \<Trote on the sides and on the back of all the sheets. The most 
viol nt reaction occurred in relation to supervisors, and w·hile listing 
the demerits o~ these individuals, the students were very verbose~ 
~1e students at first appeared to be suspicious of the true purpos 
of the questionnaire~ They were asked to sign their names on the ques-
tionr-.aires so that comparisons with experience rould be obtain d. There 
is some reason to beli ve that a fe\'r of t he questionnaires do not con-
tain the tru. reaction of the students. Several statea that they would 
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have an.sl'rered the questions a little differently if they had not had to 
sign their names. The questionnaires have pointed up areas \•Ihich need 
special attention. In order to present this material in a coher nt 
manner, the items for discussion lrl.ll be in the sarne order as on the 
~uestionnai:r.e. 
Reaction ~ Service 
Tables 16, 17, and 18 contain reasons for service preference 
or dislik of students of nursing on the three levels. The first year 
students (See Table 16) gave the surgical service as their preferred 
service eighteen times and the quick turnover and faster progress of 
patients as main reasons . The medical service '\'Tas d.islik d the sam 
number of times '":1. th a slower recovery heading the list~ It is interes-
ting to note that one student gave as her reason for disliking the medi-
cal service the fact that it 'lias concerned with old patients .~ 
The third year students liked four services and disliked four ser-
vices with an even distribution of reasons. Two services disliked by 
third year students are the medical service and the operating room. 
Figures XIII, XIV ~~d XV present the service preference of students 
on the tl~ee levels in a diagrammatic farm. It must be remembered that 
the first year students have a limited number of areas to choose from 
because of their limited e~erience. These figures also present the 
number of tiues each service was preferred by all the students. The 
f irst year students with a limited field from which to choose, pref~rred 
the surgical units much more than the medical• See Figure XIII. The 
second year students pref rred the metabolic units first and surgical 
next. The third year students ha.d no particular service preference, 
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T.AJ3LE 16 
REASONS FOR SERVICE PREFEBEllCJl OF FIRST YEAR STDDENTS OF UURSING 
_QN A l-tEDICAL BEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A F01JR,..MONTH 
.PERIOJ.)III 
Reasons Why Services Number o:f Reasons Why SerVices Number of 
Liked by Students Reasons Disliked by Students Reasons 
Surgical Surgical 
Q;u.i ck A\irnover 4 Work routine l 
Patients recovering faster 4 Not familiar with 
Service 1 
Variety of diagnoses 2 
Caring for post-operative 
patients 1 
Preference for surgical patient 2 
No medical emergencies 1 
changing dressings l 
Cases fa;r more interesting 2 
Large number of cures 1 
i8 2 
Medical Medical 
Chance to watch progress o:f' 
patient 1 Older patients 1 
l-1 ore nursing care 1 Slower improvement 4 
More research 1 Interruption by 
supervisors 1 
Friendly service l Dislike female service 1 
Comfortable atmosphere 1 Long time in hospital 1 
Depressing cases 2 
5 Extremely ill patients 1 
High mortality rate 2 
Monotonous 1 
Long term assignment to 
patients 1 
Not interested in 
patiel ts 1 
Belliger~nt co-vorkers 1 
*Source 17 
From FormE-
See Appendix 
!!!.A:Bm 17 
REASONS FOR SERVICE PHEJ1'ER1lNCE OF SECOND YEAR STUDENTS OF NURSING 
ON A l,tmDIOAL HI!1AD NURSE UNIT DURING A :ro~ONTH PERIOD" 
Reasons ~Service 
Liked bY Students 
Operati;cs, ~ 
Scrubbillg 
~eam ~oncept 
Medical Service 
Good interpersonal relationships 
Learni:Il€ opportunities 
Surgical Service 
Mental problems 
Oan do more for patients .. , tv•-"'-
.Acquire more experience ~knowledg 
Faster recovery 
Friendly atmosphere 
Few chronically ill patients 
Medical Semcie 
(Meta'boilc) 
.Able to know more about :patients 
Diseases more interesting 
La.rge variety of cases 
AmOunt of research 
Greater challenge of mll"sing care 
Id.ke personnel 
Reasonable assignments 
:Setter nursing care given 
Orthopedic Service 
Like the t ype of _:patientQ 
Saarce: From Form ~See Appendix 
llwnber of 
!Reasons 
1 
l 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
t) 
1 
4 
1 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
'" 12 
l 
-
-
Reasons W'11y Services ~ber o:t 
n; ~11'!.t-An bv StudAnt!'t -
Medical Service 
Not enough clines and 
conferences 
!!!oo busy to learn 
about patients 
Work on night du.t~ too 
much 
No team concept 
Feeling ~f inadequacy 
Nmnber of deaths 
Slow ward 
Surgica}o,Service 
--
Requires greater 
technical knowledge 
More rapid turnover 
' 
t!etabolic Service 
Chronically ill pa"t'ien s 
on terminal care 
·artegpedie Service 
!Dislike of' type of .. 
patients 
Out-patient Dep_artm nt 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
T 
1 
l 
1 
1 
Seqret~ial work l 
Non-nursing rou.tine 1 
Non-learning opportun: ty l 
T 
Obstetrics 
Disl't!J;e of routine 1 
1,'able 18 
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~REASOl~S FOR SERVICE PBEFEREIDE OF THIRD YEAR S 
. ON A MEDICAL EE.AD lruRSE UNIT DURING A F=6~~F NURSING 
PERIOD"' 
Reasons Why Services Liked Number of Reasons Why Services Number or 
'By Students Reasons Disliked by Students Reasons 
1-iedical Medicp.l 
Satisfaction l Long stay on service l 
Time goes faster 1 Lack of variety in 
-r- nursing care 1 
-Outnatient P!Partment 2 
Variety of patients and 
clinics 1 
Patients receiving indi-
vidual a t tention with 
mininru.m of be~side care 1 
- 2 
Metabolic 
Team work on service l 
Like type of work 1 
-r-
SurgicaJ. 
. . 
Good bedside care and 
patient contact l 
Excellent opportunity 
:far individual nursing 
care l Ql>eratiJ;~g ~ 
2 No interest in work 1 
Different type of work 1 
--r 
• Source: 
From FormE- Se Appendix 
Surgical 
Medical 
First Choice 
Source: 
FIGURE XIII 
SERVICE PREFERE£JCE OF 35 STUDEllTS ON A IvJEDIOAL 
.BEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-MOl'ifTH PERIOD* 
PREFERENCE OF FffiST YEAR STUDENTS 
9** Medical 9 
3 3 Surgioa.l 
Second Choice 
*From Form E--See Appendix 
•• Numbers indicate number of students who prefer service 
Female Metabolic 
Third Choice 
I t 
1 
1..0 
Oil 
l-!etabolic 5•• 
Surgical 3 
Operating 
room 2 
Infants 1 
Orthopedics 1 
IMedical 2 
I I 
First Choice 
:FIGURE XIV 
SERVICE PREFEREl!TCE OF SECOND YEAR STtJDElJTS ON A NEDICAL 
HEAD N"URSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD* 
Preference of Second Year Students 
l-letabolic 2 Private 1 1 Hedical 6 Medical 5 Surgical 1 Psychiatry 1 1 Surgical 6 Orthopedic 2 
Out-patient 1 1-!edical 2 I Out-patient 1 ivate 1 Orthopedic 1 
Obstetrics 1 
I I I I I 
Second Choice Third Choice Fourth Choice 
*Source: From Form E--See Appendix 
** Numbers indicate the number of student preferring service 
I Surgical 1 
I Out-patient 1 
I Obstetrics 1 
Fifth Choice 
.. ·~ 
1..0 
1..0 
FIGURE XV' 
SERVICE PREF.E:RmiCE OF THIRD YEAR . STUDENTS ON A MEDICAL 
Hl!1A1> NURSE UNIT DURING A FO'U!WiONTH PEIOD* 
eratlng • 
Room 1 
Medicine 1 
out-
patient 1 
Metabolic 
SUrgical 
First Choice Second Choice 
* Source: '· 
Preference of Third Year 
Student& 
Medical 1 
Surgical 
Third Choice 
Obstetrics 
1 
Surgical 1 
Medicine 1 
Fourth Choice 
: : From Form E-See .Appendix 
** Numbers indicate the number of students preferring service 
Surgical 1~ 
Medicine 1 ' 
Fifth Choice 
• '· .. 1 
Medicine 1 
Sixth -Cho1 ce 
,· 
1-' 
0 
0 
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all:lost all sc:::-vices \ofere selected by _these senior students. 
Restricted Response Column 
The area considered on the questionnaire is that of the restric-
ted response column. · Here students were asked twenty-three questions 
and were requested to restrict responses to never, seldom, usually or 
ahrays. Many of these question• ,.,ere compiled from conversations \rl. th 
students about problem areas on the unit. Some were obtained from parts 
of conversations overheard from disturbed students. Table 19 presents 
the responses of all students to the questions. Negative areas which 
may need special attention are in questions a, c, h•;. , e, x, and z.. In 
question a. twenty-one students from thirty-on did not want more con-
structive criticism while giving medicati ons. On many occasions, the 
reaction to supervision and supervisors was quite vehement. Some st~ 
dents became extremely distrubed and only a small idea of this reaction 
is sho~rn in the responses to question a. The nursing students generally 
did not like the non-nursing duties. (For a variety of these duties 
see Figure XI). An area which may creat a great problem is that of coun.-
seling students. In question x, twenty-five from thirty-four students 
felt that they would not want to talk.porsonal problems over ;nth thei r 
advisors and in this same vein, twenty-six from thirty-tl•To felt that 
there was no one to vrhom they could go vn th problems. An affiliate couJ.d 
not restrict her response here and lofrOte across the sheet, "No , not any-
one in ~ hospi talJ ! Jlf Q,uestion Z sho~;TS a rather high number of stu,.. 
dents \ofho did not want assistance tori th choosing of areas of nursing they 
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RESPONSES OF 35 STUDEUTS OF NURSING ON A J;1EDICAL SERVICE DURING A FOUR-l.tONT:S: 
PERIOD TO Q,UESTIONS ABOUT THEIR EXPERIENCES Olif THIS MEDICAL 
SERVICE• Total 
Number of student reSJ?onses number 
~ -. - ~ . 
Qu.estions Never Seldom Usually Al~~ .. 
a. Would like to have more constructive 
supervision available while giving medi-
4 cations. 17 1 3 31 
b~ When assigned to give medications 
would rather not give them~ 12 17 2 3 : 34 
c. An up-to-date drug reference which 
contains information on drugs not include< ~ 
in the tex books would be useful to you. l 1 6 27 35 
d. Medication assignment is too hea"ey' fo 
one student on your level to complete alo ~~ 7 lS 6 2 33 
e. Enjoy non-nursing duties and would 
prefer to be assigned to them more often. 
.(Cleaning utility room, etc.) 14 lS 3 
-
35 
f. Patient assignments are varied and 
give you experience in a wide range of 
disease conditions~ 1 2 23 7 33 
g. Feel that patient assignment is light 
enough for you to give the type of care 
that you would like to give~ 
-
15 19 
-
34 
14 You are able to read the patient's 
chart before starting care~ 14 20 
- -
34 
i~ aan report off duty early enough to 
attend classes on time~ 1 5 23 4 33 
j~ Patients assigned to you are too 16 difficult for your level of experience~ lS 1 
-
35 
k. Rave interpersonal problems with 
other students~ 25 g 1 l. 35 
1~ Have interpersonal problems with 24 graduate staff members~ 10 1 
-
35 
m. Progress reports are a true evalua-
tion of you~ 1 5 25 
-
31 
n. Ward conferences are intereoting l l 20 g 30 
o. The material presentedat these 
conferences is related to the individual. 
patient~ 1 1 25 2 29 
*Source: From Form E--See Appencli; 
!!!~ 1'9 Continued 
NUmber of student re~onses 
Questions 
.. .. . -
· P• The material presented at tlmse con.-
ferences is easy for you to grasp 
-
q. While attending ward conferences, you 
worry about uncompleted patient assignment 1 
r. Feel too "uusy to stop to attend ward 
conferences~ 
• Ward conferences are just a r .pet.itton 
of class-room material 
t~ You feel that there should be more 
conferences~ 
u. Uncomfortable during conferences and 
. would prefer their being held in another 
_ place~ 
v. The environment is quiet and conducive 
for a learning process~ 
w. You enjoy the manner in which material 
is presente~ 
%e Would like to have conferences with 
advisor to talk over personal problems 
y. Feel that there is no one to consult 
when professional and perso~~l problems 
arise~ 
z. Would like assistance in choosing 
field of nursing to enter~ 
• Source: . . 
From Form E-See Appendix 
1 
5 
-
20 
1 
-
9 
lO 
12 
1 20 14 
25 7 1 
24 g 2 
4 
6 g g 
14 l 
-
g l 
1 31 3 
16 7 2 
16 5 1 
3 12 7 
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..... Tot:al . 
35 
35 
33 
22 
35 
35 
35 
32 
.:.1()11..:. 
wished to enter~ T.his may mean one of two things; (1) either they 
did not value the advice which could be given them, or (2) they had 
already decided upon the area they \'lished to enter. 
Q,uestion C was \'lri tten before the medication investigation \'Tas 
instigated, but here a need of UP-to-date material on medications is 
noticed. A follow-up questionnaire for this one item would be valua-
bl • Qnestion H reveals a lack of attention being given to the main 
purpose of the student's presence on the medical service. 
Thirty-four students stated that they never or seldom had oppor-
tunity to read the charts of their patients before giving care. With 
such a rich educational field a student nurse should be able to learn 
a great deal about the wide variety of disease conditions. The value 
of her educational experience is decreased if careful attention is not 
given to the types of patients assigned to her so that repetition of 
experience in many areas will not be made with a corresponding lack of 
attention in others. Also her educational experience \'Till be decreased 
even further if she is not.able to read th chart of th patient and 
thereby lrnow why she has been ordered to carry out certain procedures 
for the patient, the background of the patient , and all other important 
data which can be learned from the patients• records. This item should 
be of the utmost importance to those in charge of the educational program 
for it. demonstrates a very weak area in the entire program. 
The development of a healthy attitude toward constructive criticism 
apparently needs to be established. A great deal of att ntion appears to 
be needed in this area. An investigation of the counseling and guidance 
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program in this hospital was not done. It is not knolm if a program 
of this typ exists but there app a.rs to be a great need for it. '1.hen 
the majority of the students (question z ) felt that they would never 
or seldom like to talk over problems ~dth an advisor there ~~P ars to 
be a lack of an effective counseling program or a lack of awareness on 
th part of the students as to what a program of this kind could do for 
them~ 
Table 20 is a bre~~do~rn according to the level of the students in 
order to allow for a study of the concentration of responses. A compari-
so~of affiliate and home-student responses should be very interesting, 
but was not undertak n here~ 
Th last area undertaken in the qu stionn.a.ire is that of g nera.l 
unit l)roblems. These problems \'lere so numerCJ'tla .. that they \'fere grouped 
under ten main headings. See Table 21. Th ar a of assignment load for 
students of nursing had the greatest number of problems--sevente n from 
a total of fifty-three problems. Within this area, a heavy censua in 
r lation to the nursing load was given twice as a problem. Too heavy 
non-nursing duties during the three-to-hrelve hours were also given twice. 
It is interesting to review !igure XI again which demonstrates non~nursing 
and special assignments and Figures VIII and XII which show the number 
of hours of nursing care available for the number of and stages of illness 
of the patients. Th area of interpersonnal relationships r~d the next 
highest number of problems--eleven out of fifty- three . The first year 
students gave the problem of medical students holding up morning care three 
times and the second year students gave the problem twice of not having 
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TABLE 20 
DISTRIEU~ION OF RESPONSWS ACCORDING TO CLASSES OF 35 S TTF.J£l~S OF l~J~S ING 
ON A MEDICAL SERVICE DURI NG A FOUR-M01iTH PERIOD TO Q.UESTI01TS A."BOUT EXPERIENCES 
ON THIS :!>1EDIOAL BEAD NURSE UNITt' 
Number of student responses 
O:u.estions Never Seldom Usually 
Year c · ~ ~ 3 ]. i:! ,.1 J. 2 3 
Studei ts 
a. Would like to have more constructive 
supervision available while giving medica.-
tions~ • 3 1 5 10 2 5 l J. b~ \fuen assigned to give medications would 
rather not give them~ 7 3 2 4 lO 3 
-
2' 
-
·' 
c. .An u;p-to-date drug reference which con-
tains information on drugs not included in 
the text-books on the ser.vice would be use-
ful to you~ 
-
1 
-- - -
4 2 • 
~ Medications assignment is too heavy for 
one student on your level to complete alone~ 
-
4 3 9 g 1 3 21 
e. Enjoy no:n.-nu:rsing duties and "'ould pre-
fer to be assigned to them more often~ 
(cleaning utility room, etc~) 4 7 3 g 9 1 2 -'1 
f~ Patient assignments are varied and give 
you experience in a wide range of disease 
,;,.:2 conditions~ · ~ l 
-
1 7 13 3 
g. Feel that patient assignment is light 
enough for you to give the type of care 
that you "'auld like to give~ 
- - -
5 g 2 9 g 2 
h. You are able to read the patient's char1 
4 ::: before starting care~ g 10 s 2 
- --
i. Can report o:ff duty early enough to 
11 12 4 attend classes on time~ 1 
- -
1 4 • 
j~ Patients assigned to you are too diffi-
11 cult for your level of e~erience~ 3 9 11 7 1 
- -
~ Have interpersonal problems with other 
Always 
~ 2 3 
2 1 
-
2 l 
-
10 13 14 
1 2 
- -
- - -
6 1 
-
- - -
- - -
- -
• 
- -
. 
students 2 lO 2 2 5 3 
-
1 
-- - -
1~ Have inte~ersonal :problems "ri th gradua e 
staff members. lO 12 .. 2 4 2 1 
-
-
1 
- -
me Progress reports are a true evaluation 
o:f yo~ 
-
1 .. 
-
2 3 13 111 1 
- -
n. Ward conferences are interesting~ 
-
1 • 
-
1- 7 9 l! 7 4 1 
0 .. The material presented at these confer-
ences is related to - - 1 1 
- -
1 s ~ 
-
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!r.A:BLE 2l 
PRO:BIJ!ll-iS OF TBE GENPllUL NURSING SITUATION AS PRESEllTED BY 35NURSING 
STtlDliiNTS FROM EXRRIENCES ON A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE ID1IT DORING A FOUB-1-IDNTH 
PERIOJ)II 
Problems 
Number of 
Problen'is 
First Year Second Year ~ird Ye~ 
r. 
INTERP~ Rl!ILATIONS 11 
Tension present from interpersonnal relations 
Medical students holding up morning care 
Unimportant interrtiptions from su;pervisors 
Stat orders not called to attention of student 
Doctors wantling verbal orders carried au.t 
Head nurse too basy to take interest in students or 
patients 
Difficulty in e,pproaching 'Ullcooperative or depressed 
patients 
Dealing with inquisitive patients 
Relations with student personnel: lack of coopers,. 
tion between classes 
No cooperation wl th student coworkers with supplies 
.ASSIGNMEN!II LOAD FOR STODJIINTS 17 
--
• - 4 -
Have to rush through work 
Poor distribution of light and heav,r assignments 
~Jing to get assignments done in time to attend 
clinics a. 
Unti~ ward 
!ryi:ng to find time to give proper nursing care on 
reli~ shift 
Alloting time for patient load 
:Narsing and noiPn:ursing load too heavy to give 
adequate nt~rsiDg care 
Heavy census in relation to nursing load 
Laclc of equal distribution of patient assignments 
!ron-nursing duties on relief too heavy 
Not eno"Dgh time to do a thorO'Ilgh job 
Inability to leave on time when on relief' 
Same patient assignments every dq 
lreed for ward secretaries 
Too buSy at night 
MEDIOATIOlc"S 
Difficult t o give medications on time 
Medication nurse with too heavy a load 
Giving medicatioDS not :familiar to student 
Instruction about new drugs needed 
*Source; 
l!'rom Form E-See Appendix 
5 
Students Students Students 
l 
3 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
l 
l 
T.A:BLE 21 
CONTINUED * 
Problems 
EVALUATION 
Number of 
Problems 
7 
Reports of error sent to nursing school office and 
not discussed w1 th student 
No credit for good work 
Supervisors not willing to praise student for good 
work 
Supervisors expect perfection the first time a 
procedure is done 
Being compared with more advanced students and the 
same speed and efficiency ~ected 
More consideration of students with less accusa-
tion 
Useless criticism from supervisors 
ORIENTATION 
- - . - . ~ ,.,. -
Better orientation to ward emergency situation 
SUPPLIES 
- . 
Linen late and morning~ care held up 7 
More sterile gqpplies needed 
.Adequate amount of emergency equipment haney 
Lack of supplies 
DIFFICULTY IN CARING FOR PATIENTS 3 
- -
Ade~te help .With cllsor:ient@ed pati~nts needed 
Too many patients with mental eondi tiona 
Too many difficult patients 
IMPORTANCE Q! PATIENTS 3 · 
Keeping patients' welfare foremost 
Too much emphasis on wsrd situation and not 
enough on patient 
More information about patients for all through 
more clinics and conferences 
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FirstYear ~eeond Year Third Year 
Students ~tudents Students 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
3 
l 
l 
1. 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
I ( 
!otaJ. number If problems 53 
*Source: 
From Form J!'-.See .Appendix 
ltote: Problems expressed as often as possible in wn words of tudents 
-110... 
stat orders (orders to be carried out immediately) called to their 
attention. 
This table is extremely valuable for picking out problem areas of the 
service. A great deal of attention could be spent in each area. This 
also is some material in which the administrative and educational staff 
should be xtremely interested. Si.nce job satisfaction seems to be so 
very important to t hese students as demonstrated by the reasom{' some 
.. --·· . - ·-·---
patients were liked s~ many ti~~~~ (See Tables lS, 19, 20 and 25), it 
seems necessary that some attempt be made to keep the number of service 
problems at a minim:um and help the student by providing a.n area t'l'hich 
\otould allow for more enjoyable clinical experience through job satisfac-
tion. 
Reaction !£_ hours ~ duty 
The hours on duty preferred by first year stud.ents were usually 
the morning hours, 7-3:30 or S:l.~ :30. Reasons given more frequently rere 
getti ng off duty on time and ability to ke p busy on duty. The 3-12 
hours were pref rred by only two students. (It must be remembered that 
t he younger students do not go on night duty.) The second year students 
chose the early hours first and the night duty hours second. Reasons 
given emphasized freedom from supervision. The third year students, 
liked the arly and . evening hours equally as well~ 
Tables 22, 23 and 24 present the hours preferred by the student 
nurses. Table 16 presents the reasons f or preferring the diff erent on-
duty hours of all students 
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!A:BLE 22 
PREFERENCE OF HOURS OU DUTY OF FIRST YEAR Sl'UDE11TS 
01~ A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-MONTH PERIO:n-
NUmber of Students Reasons Why Preferred Number of 
How.•s Preferred Mald.:cg Choice Students per 
.r_e_a.son 
Can give morning care l 
Can get off duty on time 1 
Can accomplish sometbi:c.g 1 
Can keep busy l 
8-4:30 4 
Can finish something 
complete:cy- 1 
Can give better care l 
More leisure time 1 
Can keep busy 2 
7-3:30 4 More leisure tim 1 
Can get off duty on 
time 3 
Dislike of morning 
ron. tine 1 
3:30- l2 2 Can work on own away 
from su;perrls ors 2 
Can accomplish sanethi~ 1 
Better chance to do 
studying or extra 
Straight work 1 
hours* 2 More leisure time 1 
No a.piniona 2 
• Source: From Form E--See .Appendix 
•• Straight hours--on duty or in class for g hours as compared to being on duty-
for 4 hours, off for 3; and on duty for another 4 hours to complete S hour 
shift~ 
\ 
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PB.EFEREiroE OF HOURS ON DUTY OF SECOND YEAR STUDENTS 
ON. A 1-IEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOi.JR,..MONTH PERIO~ 
NUmber of Students Reasons Why Hours Number of 
Hours Preferred· Making Choice Preferred Students per 
Reason 
Work load easier 1 
' 
Can get off on time 
Have time to give 
2 
good nursing care 1 
7-3:30 4 Enough :rrurses 1 
Enjo7 morning with 
patients 1 
8+4:30 5 Accomplish something 1 
Get to know patients 
better 2 
Give better care 4 
3 -12 1 Able to give better 
nursing care 1 
See less of head 
nurse( But can't 
12 PM to 8 .Al~ 4 give good care) 1 (With enough help) 
can work at own 
sie ed a~~ from 3 uperv s rs 
Day or night 1 Do not like relief 1 
No o:pini ons 1 
*Source: From Form F--See Appendix 
' · 
T.A:BIJ!I 24 
PREOE'li1Rl!mOE OF HOURS ON DO'l'Y OF THIRD YEAR STUDENTS ( 6) 
ON A MEDICAL EEAD NURSE UNIT DURING A FOUB.-MONTH PERIOD * 
Hours Preferred Number of Students Reasons Why 
Mald.ng Choice Preferred 
Less routine 
Can give adequate 
nursing care 
13-4:30 2 Know patient better 
Can see total si tuatic 
Can give nursing care 
3fo30 -12 2 to all patients 
Can work on· own awa:y 
I from supervisors 
' 
I 
' 
12 P~M~ -S A~M~ l Dislike for days 
Source: 
• From Form ., __ ~e .Appendix 
.. 
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Number of 
S~den:f;s per 
2 
1 
l 
l 1 
1 
l 
1 
• 
TA:BLE 25 
,Su1-n.1ARY OF REASOnS FOR LIKING 011:-DUTY HOffiS FOR CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
~ PR.ESE~mD BY 35 STUDENTS Oi~ A MEDICAL HEAD NURSE UNIT DURI1'G A FOUR-
l·!OHTH PERIOD* 
114 
Listing of Reasons lfumber of times given 
Can give better care 
Can work on own away from supervisors 
Can get off duty on time 
Can accomplish something 
Can keep busy 
More leisure time 
Enjoy patients more 
Get to know patients better 
Less routine 
Dislike for morning rau.tine 
Better chance to do studying or e...--ctra 
work 
Work load better 
Enough nurses 
See less of head nurse 
Dislike for relief shift 
Can see total si tu.a.tion 
Dislike for days 
*Source: 
From Form D-See Appendix 
~ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
·.1 
1 
1 
1 
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This material is too limited to draw any significant inferences 
but the main value of this· data seems to be in the reasons given for 
preferring the different on-duty times and it reflects some of the 
philosophy of the students. It is rather encouraging to know that 
the ability to give better care headed the reasons of the students~ 
Conversely, the desire to be relieved of supervision came next at 
four times~ 
A more ambitious study could use this material for a comparison 
I 
of each students entire experience on this service. For ·example, com-
paring the nursing and non-nursing assignment at different on-duty 
hours of eaCh student with the types of patients cared for during 
these hours. A study of this type vrould almost be individualized 
case studies of student nurses and while very interesting, it, too, 
is not within the scope of this study. 
Reaction !£.patients 
The reasons for liking or dislildng patients \-~ere included 
in the questionnaire to attempt to determine \·there emphasis should be 
placed in the educational program of the students of nursing. The 
students mentioned job satisfaction forty-two times which was twice 
the number of times any other reason was selected. Care of patients 
who needed ~ecial attention came next at fifteen times and then favor-
able personality traits followed. On the dislike side, an unfavorable 
personality trait, dealing with uncooperative patients, heads the list 
at sixteen times. Demanding patients, another unfavorable personality 
trait, comes next. Table 26 presents the reaction of all students on the 
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T.A:BLE 26 
SUMH.ARY OF REASONS GIVEN BY 35 STUDENJl'S OF NURSIUG FOR LIKING OR DISLIKING 
OARING FOR PATIE1"TS ON A MEDIO.AL BEAD lruRSE UNIT DURING A FOUR-1-WUTK PERIO])III 
Reasons Why Liked Number . Reasons Why Disliked Number 
Patients who need special 
attention 15 Uncooperative: very ill patients 16 
Satisfaction with care 42 Oaring for patients with incurablE 
conditions 4 
CheerfUl: Like personalit ll Demanding patients ll 
Appreciative 3 Dislike personality 4 
Cooperative 5 Non-appreciative 5 
Teaching ~ortunities ."5 SlOlT recovery 2 
Weak: Helpless patients 2 Lack of rapport 1 
Depressed 3 Depressed 3 
Understanding patient 2 Selfish patient 4 
Timid l Fussy 1 
Lonesome 1 Pretending sickness l 
Own age l Difficulty in understanding 1 
Interesting patients l La.ek of confidence in :rmrse 1 
Special mental problems l Complaining patients l 
Challenge for :rmrse 3 Ambulatory patients who need 
little nursing care : 1 
Patient for NUrsing Care 
Study 3 Patients with persecution 
comple:z: 1 
Knmr better due to long Resistive to treatment 1 assignment to patient 1 
Good learning Family no~ppreciative l op:por- Physical danger to nurse l tunity l "Messy" l Disfiguring condition l Inability to please l Immodest 1 Inconsiderate 1 
*Source: Attempt to bribe nurse l Lazy 
From Form E--See Appendix 1 
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unit who a.ns1·;ered the questionnaires. Tables 27, 28 and 29 present 
a breakdOiin of this sa~e material according to the levels of the 
stud nts. 
Again, over a longer period of time, some very valuable infor-
mation could be obtained froo tables of this type. For ~1 , if 
the ages of patients were given an unduly number of times as reasons 
f or disliking :patients , it may be the reflection of insecurity on 
the part of the students in caring for pediatric, adolescent or 
geriatric patients. Personality traits appear so frequently on thcs 
tables t~~t one is led to surmise that more attention could be given 
to the area of psychosomatic medicine and emotional disorders tempered 
by physical ailments. The dislike column for all students is headed 
by tL~cooperative. This suggests a need for better understanding of 
th sick individual~ 
A comparative table uas set up to learn the occurence of pre-
ference and non-preference for patients by students of nursing. It 
was found that the patient liked the largest number of times was 
also disliked the largest number of times. Thirty-nine patients l'rere 
included in this table. (Table 30) and of this number, eight were beth 
disliked and liked by the students~ 
Reaction to Clinical Instruction Program 
The next area in the questionnaire is that of student i nterpre-
tation of problems concerning the clinical instruction program. l•Iany 
of the students recognized the need for holding the conferences at a 
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T.A:B.LE 27 
PREFERENCES AND DISLIKES OF DIFFEREl~ PATIENTS AS PRESENTED BY EIGirr FIRST YEAR 
STUDEllTS OF 1TtlRSING ON A MEDICAL HEAD NORSE UNIT OVER A FOUB.-MOlmi 
- PERIOD* 
Reasons for Preferring Patients Number of Reasons for Disliking Nwnber of 
Reasons Patients Reasons 
Patients who need special 
attention 12 Demanding 6 
Satisfaction with care 11 Non-appreciative 5 
Appreciative 6 Oaring for patients 
with incurable 
conditions 6 
Cooperative 3 Uncooperative 4 
Teaching opportunities 3 Depressed 3 
Weak: Helpless patients 2 Slow recovery 2 
Depressed 2 La.dt of rapport 2 
Understanding 2 Dislike of persona.li ty 1 
Timid 1 Selfish 1 
Lonesome 1 Fussy 1 
0\'m age 1 Pretending sickness 1 
Interesting patient 1 Difficulty in under-
standing (language) 1 
Special mental problems 1 Lack of confidence in 
nurse 1 
* Source: From Form F-See A pendix 
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TA:BLE 2S 
PREl!'ERENOES AND DISLIKES OF mFFERE~NT PATIE}JTS AS PRESENTED :SY SIX~N SECOND 
YEAR STUDEim OF lrtJRSIE'G ON A_ I-OOJICAL HEAJJ :N'URSE UNIT OVER A FOUB-
!-tONTH PERIOD* 
.lli'WD. oer o:r 
Reasons For Preferring Patients Reasons 
Helpless patients: satisfaction 
in giving nursing care 24 
Like personality 4 
Nursing Care Stuey written about 
patient 3 
·Cooperative 3 
Appreciative 3 
Special attention 2 
Teaching opportunity 1 
Know better th:rO"Ugh long time 
assignment 
Depresse&--need cheering up 
-Good learning opportunity 
* Source: 
From Form F--See Appenc :x: 
1 
1 
1 
Reasons for Dislild.ng Number of 
Patients Reasons 
Uncooperative 12 
Demanding 5 
Un;pleasant personali t~ 3 
Persecution complex 1 
Complaining 2 
Unhappy 1 
Resistive to treatmeni 1 
Physical danger to 
nurse 
Family non-appre-
ciative 
"Messy" patient 
Unsightly physical 
manifestation of 
1 
1 
1 
patient 1 
Inability to please 1 
Immodest 1 
Inconsiderate 1 
Attempt to bribe 
Lazy 
1 
1 
TABLE 29 
PREFERENCES AND DISLIXES OF Dili'l!'EBENT PATIENTS AS PRESlCN'.l!BlD :BY SIX 
THI1U) Y.E.AR ST"ODmNTS OF NURSING ON A MEDICAL HllAD NURSE UNIT OVER A 
l!UUB.-MONTR PERIOD' 
Reasons for Preferring Number of Reasons for D!.slildng 
Patients Reasons Patients 
Satisfaction l'ri th 
nursing c¥e 7 Ambulatory patients 
and lack of nursing 
car8' 
ChalleDge 3 Complaining patients 
Teaching op:portuni ty 1 
Special nursing care 
needed 1 
Total lr 
Source: 
• From Form lll - See Appendix 
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lilu:mber of 
Reasons 
l 
1 
~ 
12la 
STATED LIKES AND DISLIKES OF 35 STUDEl1TS OF NURSING FOR 
PATIEl~TS ON A MEDIC~ BEAD NURSE UNIT DORING A FOUR.-MO:ITH PERIODtl 
· ~atients ' Times Chosen Number Patients · ~iked - of days Disliked 
Diagnosis by in Diagnosis 
Students Hospital 
Patient 
A Congestive heart 
Failure 12 59 A Same - ~J:l:lephritis :B ·.'> r 10 92 l3 Same c . Cardi ovascul.ar 
Accident ~ D Ulcerative Colitis 74 D Same E Rheumatoid Arthritis 4 gc; Jl Addison's Disease 4 
G HYPertensive Heart 
Disease 4 ~ G Same H Pneumonia 2 I 
I HYPertensive heart 
Disease 2 15 J HYPertensive heart 
Disease 2 ~ J Same X Ulcerative Colitis 2 L Asthma 2 22 -· M HYPertensive Heart 
Disease 2 13 E' Rheumatoid Arthritis 2 so N ·same 0 Cardi ovas<mlar 
Aocident 2 46 p Pernicious Anemia 2 36 Q, Bheumatoid Arthritis 1 32 R Cancer of :Breast 1 20 s Cardiovascular 
Accident 1 19 T IPuJ.monary lk1ema 1 l2 u !Bronchial Asthma 1 15 l.J Same v !Bronchiectasis 1 25 v Same w !Arterial Insufficien.: 
X 
. . ey 
~ertensive Heart 1 10 
Di.sease 1 2 
*Source: 
J'rom FormE--- See .A;ppendix 
Times 
Chosen by 
Students 
5 
1 
1 
5 
1 
4 
1 
i 4 
l 
!able 30 Continued* 
Patients Times Chosen Number ot 
Liked Diagnosis ~ days in 
Students hospital 
l"atJ.ent 
y !G'm.P~osarcama · · 1 51 
z Beryi!um Poi~oning l ~ JA Rheumatoid Arthriti 1 J:B Du.odenal Ulcer 1 69 
AC Cellulitis l 23 
.AD Cushing ' s Syndrome 1 21 
.AI Hemolytic Anemia l 46 
AJ Diabetes l-ie1li tus 1 31 
JfJ Myocardial Infarct :t 36 
AH .Arteriosclerosis 1 21 
AI Myocardial Infarct l 15 
.Ai1 Osteoarthritis 1 19 
.AX ' 11[ l-'yneuri tis 1 17 
. >-: 19 
19 
3S 
31 
7 
22 
4 
29 
g 
Source: 
From Form ~See APpend.b 
-
. 
Patient~: 
Dislike<l 
AE 
.AL 
.AM 
Ali 
JD 
AP 
AQ, 
.AR 
.AS 
A!! 
: 
' 
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b 
Diagnosis 
Sa.me 
~erten- · 
~ive heart 
Scleroderma 
Glomerulo-
ne:phri tis . 
G1omerulo-
nephritis 
Coronary 
Occlusion 
Cardiac 
Decompensa.-
tion 
Corona:ry 
Occlusion 
Coronary 
Occlusion 
Cancer of 
the breast 
Times 
Chosen by 
Students 
-· ~,. .... 
1 
: 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
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TABLE 31 
PRO:SLEMS CONFB.O:t:..TTING CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS IN CONDUCTING T.JmT 
CONFERENCES AS PBESENTED :BY 35 STUDENTS OF lroRSING ON A 1-!IIIDICAL BEAD NURSE 
UNIT OVER A FOUR-MONTH PERIOD* 
Number of times considered problems 
-
' . ' -
... 
Second Third 
Problems l'irst year s tud.ent1 _g:t/J~T.a l s_tu~fis i'!'otal 
' 
I 
Convenient time for all students and -
instructors to attend conferences 6 4 3 13 
Unit too busy for students to attend 1 7 2 10 
'' 
Lack of sufficient amount of equipment 
for :procedures 1 1 
LaCk of enough time to cover subject 4 2 1 7 
' 
Clinics called off without notice 1 1 2 
Poor surroundings for clinics 1 1 
Noisy atmosphere 1 1 
More clinics needed 1 1 
D1fficru.lty of planning clinics in 
advance 1 2 3 
Securing sui table place I 1 
Medical instructors not familiar with 
level of students 1 1 
Finding interesting speakers 1 1 
Decidi:ng topica 1 1 2 
Too tired to attend conf'erences when 
held on off'-dnty time .. 1 1 
Grand -Total. 1.15 , 
* Source: 
- From Form F.-See .Appen l.ix 
< 
I 
more convenient time for all students to attend. This was given 
as a problem thirteen times (See Table 31). The second most fre-
quent problem t·Tas that of the unit being too busy for students to 
attend conferences and third most frequent was a problem of not 
havine enough time to cover the snbject. 
This information should be extremely interesting to those in 
charge of the educational experiences of student nurses. It sho"t>rs 
areas t~1ich are distttrbing to students of nursing. Some plans for 
solving these problems appear to be needed for a clinical instruction 
prograJ.>t '.·rhich l'Tould be smooth _in operation and as beneficial as pos-
sible to the students of nursing~ 
SUl.flWtY AND .APPRAISAL ,2! METHOD USED !!, :£!!!STUDY 
. . ... . 
This method allowed for the collection of data concerning th 
experience available on the service in relation to the typ s of patients 
ad.mi tted to the service, their t'lges 1 medications given, treatments 
ordered and the length of hospital stay. It also provided for the col-
lection of material concerning the utilization of experience for stu-
dent learning, including patient assignrnent and special assignm nts . An 
important area included in this method. is that of student appraisal of 
clinical experience. 
It is felt that information not secured is negligible due to the 
limitations set u;pon this study. Some areas \orhich should have been 
investigated are: (1) the level of students attending the clinical con-
i'erences and t he level for uhich the conferences ,.,ere presented~ (2) the 
amount of counseling done on the service by the supervisors or the head 
nurse, (3) more detailed information on the affiliating students, (l~) 
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Mer information concerning length of stay of students on service in 
relation to nursing and special assignments and also in relation to 
patient preference or dislilce. 
It may appear that some areas have not been :presented which are 
\·ri thin the scope of this study. This method provided for the collection 
of a massiv amount of material. There l'Iere many r::unifications which 
could hav been made vnth this material. Since the :problem was one of 
m thad, som of the more extensive comparisons l'Tere not made . Examples 
of some of these comparisons are: (l) com:pru.·ison of length of time 
patients were cared for by student nurses and whether the students liked 
or disliked the patients; (2) compari son of treatments given in relation 
to the severity of the illness of the patients ; (3) comparison of medi-
cations given and the degree of illness of tbe patients; (4) comparison 
of ntu•sir€ and non-nursiP~ or special assignments at different non-duty 
hours. 
Problems encountered were solved, some easily, others after many 
attempts • They included establishing a good 'l1torking relationship with 
the members of the medical and nursing personnel on the service, over-
coming mechanical difficulties of setting up the method, maintaining as 
aceura~ely as pessible th determination of the state of illness of the 
patient in spite of the differences of opinion of the house officers. 
Some of the nursing assignments \v-ere functional in nc.ture and these 
created many problems. The students of nursing were assigned to give 
medications to all patients. The giving of medications is considered 
a :part of nursing care, but with the functional method the amount of 
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~ursing care was slight and therefore medications were considered as 
special assignnents. Treatments in some respects created a similar 
problem, although it \'laS found that more treatments \'lere given by the 
students during the nursing care than \otero given functionally and 
ther for they \~re not considered as special assig~~ents. ~1e taking 
of temperatures also was performed in a functional method. The question-
naires created a number of problems. Students were slo\'t in filli:rgthem 
out and returning them. This necessitated individual followup on all 
questionnaires and constm1ed a great deal of the investigators time. 
Students on evening duty and night duty carried very heavy loads a~d this 
infornation is considered generally but no attempt was made to break 
dmm duties performed \'thich were not assigned. These are a few of the 
problems encountered during this study. 
As previ ously indicated, to give reliable results, the kind of 
information presented. here in relation to the experiences available 
and the utilization of it for curriculum planning and appraisal would 
ne d to be secured from all services and agencies which are used in 
the educational program of the school. In the situation studied, other 
medica~ nursing facilities are available to supplement the experiences 
provided on this one head nurse unit. To· indicate how the information 
obtained could serve the faculty in curriculum review, appraisal and re-
~onstruction, inferences were dral~ pictorially rather than literally. 
~e material was presented as though it represented a summation of all 
the practical experiences of t he students. The purpose of the study 
vias to devise a method of study of the clinical resources available to 
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d termine \vhether or not the students \vere receiving a reasonably 
equitable distribution of essential leaxning eiperience. This 
method allo\'ts for inferences to be dr::wm in the areas of experience 
available , utilization of facilities and adequacy of guidance of 
learning experience. 
Adequacy £!. resotu·ces .2!. ~ 
It \'Tas found that the unit studied had a wide vari ty of clinical 
material for the students of nursing. The patients had disease condi-
tions which represented almost all of the conditions consid red essential 
in the Curriculum Guide for medical conditions and which repr sented all 
but tvto of the diseases '\orhich were the leading causes of death in the 
United States. (Diseas s of the newborn and tuberculosis ~rere not 
represented on this service) See page 37 for listing of major caus s 
of deaths in the United States. ~1e medications given included th 
standard drugs in abundance and also many of the ne1rrer drugs as \v 11 
as research nedications~ The treatments included almost all of those 
considered as essential for the !'!tudents to master. There ~ras a latk 
of patients \vith conditions of the eye and also a lack of patients in 
the acute stage of the disease . Here other areas in the hospital would 
hav• to be utilized. 
Utilization ~~resources ~ student learning 
7nere appeared to be a need to re-evaluate the assignments made 
to th students of nursing. On almost all occasions it was found that 
the y<llllllger, more inexperienced students were carry:bng the heaviest 
nursing and non-nursing load~ Their patient assignment \~s heavier 
and special assignments such as cleaning the utility room, caring for 
admissions, forcing fluids and taking temperatures iver also heavi r. 
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There appeared to be a need of more attention in the area of 
naintaining an adequate nurnber· of nursing hours on the servioa through 
readjustment in personnel to compensate for an unusually lo't·r or high 
census. 
The patients on this unit tvere in the older age group and a need 
'I:Jas seen to emphasize the problems of the geriatric patient in clinical 
and classroom teaching. An emphasis upon socio-economic problems con-
cerning each disease con0~tion in light of the agegroup more frequently 
affected should provide very pointed teaching. In some systems, th 
patients tended more to~mrd the chronic disease stage of illness. Two 
suggestions could be considered: {1) teaching should give more attention 
to the nursing care problems of the chronically ill patient in thes 
disease areas and (2) the assignments of students of nursing should be 
observed closely to prevent any student from getting an undtuy larg 
nurnber of chronically iJ.l patients. There should be a systemic method of 
recording the experiences of each student in order to assure equitable 
distribution of educational experiences in harmony trl th the aims of the 
school~ 
:Because of the large numl:er of patients t'li th endocrine disorders the 
experience on the medical and metabolic un ts should be studied closely~ 
Either time on the metabolic units could be shortened, or \"lhile on the 
g neral medical units the students should have restricted assignments to 
patients with metabolic diseases . 
In light of the length of time \"lhich most of the patients stayed in 
-l2g... 
the hospital, the average nUL~ber of days the students of nursing is 
._... ...... --· 
assigned to her patients could be much longer than the t wo and thr e 
_.,... 
tenths day average. 
There appeared a need for a system to allow for up-to-date material 
on the nem~r drugs to be placed on the units for use by the student and 
graduate nurses. Any system used should be made known to the entire pro-
fessional nursing personnel. 
An emphasis seemed to be placed upon job satisfaction by the studenti 
This is an attitude \·thlch seems essential for students of a school of 
nursing to r~ve toward patient assigruaents . · It seems necessary, therefore, 
that great attention be given to general unit problems to eliminate as 
many of these as possible and thereby provide an area of experience for 
the students 1·1hich \·rould be as problem free as possible. Hore attention 
seems to be needed in the area of providing for a better understanding of 
personality traits. The students of nursing disliked certain patients 
because of undesirable personality traits. Since most of these students 
will not have their psychiatric experience for one or two years, it seems 
necessary to allow fo~ an earlier appreciation of psychosomatic medicine. 
This could be done by more pointed teaching at the be~side and in the 
classroom. 
The objection to supervision and supervisors appeared throughout 
the study and some attention is needed here. Most of these students 
wer e in the late adolescent period where t he trend toward independence 
from authority is quite marked. This may or may not have some bearing 
upon the reaction of the students. There appear to be t\<ro things which 
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could b done: (1) an attempt to establish a more healthy philosophy 
on the part of the students tO\rard supervisors(includi:ng the head nurse), 
so that they can look to these individuals for assist~~ce and not des-
tructiv criticism; (2) a re-evaluation by those supervising students 
as to methods of approaching students with suggestions and the feasi-
bility of some of the remarks made to the students at the time ;..rhich 
they •~ re madee 
It appears necessary that the students be allowed time to study 
the records of their patients so that more intelligent nursing car 
can be given. 
Guidance ,2!. Learning Activity ~ terms .2£ Student Evaluation 
An adequate counseling program seems to be needed for the students 
(including affiliating students). An individual •nth the personnel 
point of vie,., is needed in this area to act as a sounding boPrd for 
those \'Tho are emotionally disturbed. 
It s eems necessary, also, that in light of the varied axeas which 
need attention for planned clinical teaching and b dside conferences, 
that more clinical instructors be placed on the units to assist sturlBnts 
~nth their learning experiences. Th total number of hours of clinical 
teaching \'l'as quite negligible on this unit for this period and \'I'Ould not 
app ar to be of too much educational value to the students. 
A n ed was expressed by the students for a correlation of the cli-
nical teaching on the service at the time that patients •d th the dis-
cussed disease condition are on the servic in any great number. Problems 
of time for holding these conferences when they would be attended by the 
-13Q... 
greatest number of students appeared also to be of great significance. 
From a study of this type, using the method presented here, 
several conclusions can be drawn~ Some method of supplementing the 
clinical facilities which are not available on the service should 
b devised. This \-Iould be concerned mainly tori th providing the students 
of nursing '"ith patients 'iho are more acutely ill and using other 
areas \'lhen experience is limited on a service such as the outf.patient 
' 
department or special departments. Carefully kept records are needai 
to allow for experience of all students to be in written form. This 
vrould enabl those planning the program of the individual student to 
determine any modifications which should be made before students are 
assigned to a service. Also • before beginning experience on a new 
s rvice clinical instructors and educators should weigh the needs of 
the student on that particular service and adjust patient assignments 
to meet that need. There should also be \'Tell developed learning and 
teaching objectives on each head nurse unit to eliminate much of th 
negative reaction vrhich the students have toi'Tard those in charge of 
teaching or supervision and to allow for the true purpose of the 
stud nts for being on the service to receive utmost attention. 
-1~ 
CHAPTER~ 
A great variety of data can be obtained from the devic s pr -
s nted in Chapter Three. Only a smaJ.l sample of what could be don 
\·lith the material collected was presented in the chapter for many 
v:;~...riations could hav been mad on the material. l'lith som of the 
mar d tailed variations on the data, a much clear r picture of the 
clinical area in r lation to experience opportunities and use of 
th se opportunities for the ctudents of nursing would be obtained. 
In this chapter a method of conducting a study over a larger 
area and over a longer :period of time using the same devic s \rlll b 
pres nted. Of necessity, this chapter will be more subjective because 
the plan will be based upon strengths and weaknesses which were f lt 
to b present in the method used. No attempt has been made to car-
r late the effectiveness of this plan of action and the methods us d 
with any other method because it \'rouJ.d have nee . ssi tat d a large 
numb r of studies which would have been collecting the same material 
and this lttould have been beyond the scope of this study. T'.a. field 
1vas surveyed for methods (See Chapter 2) and from all these methods 
a system \'laS adopted for collecting the data. Along with the plan 
of action, a critical discussion of each device is presented for 
modifications which could be made \mich are based upon problems in-
curred during cell ecti:ag or tabulating of data. 
Plan of Procedure: 
For a study to be conducted on a larger scale, it is necessary 
for a group of individuals to participate in the collection and tabulation 
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of data, with one or h·o pe6ple in charge of direction and drawing 
of inf rences. One of these persons should be a full time person in 
charge of the program. This is a project in which all nursing person-
nel on the units being investigated should participate. The time to 
be spent for a study of this tJ~e should not be less than a year and 
vreekly or monthly summations of data should be provided f or. A great 
d al of time nru.st be spent in the summation and tabulation of data and 
if done frequently by many individuals, it irl.ll prevent the task fran 
becoming ove~rhelming for any one person. 
This plan of action is based 'ti.!?On the hospital at which this study 
was made. It should be understood that a general modification of all 
devices will be needed in other hospitals which do not have the same 
type of primary sheets such as assignment sheet,, time sheets, etc. 
1-iost of the sheets \'thich were used in the study are fairly basic and 
should be on every unit in some form. ~ne ~urpose here is to present 
a general plan uhich can be adjusted to the individual hoapi tal situation. 
T"ne plan for a study of this type should be presented to the graduate 
nurse staff and only after their assurance of assistance is guaranteed 
should it be instigated in any one area. Only through cooperation can 
the data collected be valid and reliable. The medical staff must be 
consulted, too, for any valuable suggestions they have have and for 
assistance in determining the stage of illness. 
The devices A through F can be assigned to different members of the 
hospital personnel. The use of these devices should be "lr/811 und rstood 
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by all members actively participating in the study as well as th 
codes used throughout so that all collecting of data will : be similar. 
Form A can be filled out for identifying data upon admission of a 
patient by a graduate· nurse on the unit. The student nurses or nurses 
giving care then can fill in the rest of the material. T.he house offi-
cers could fill in the stage of i llness of all patients daily on a 
separate sheet~ 
This ,.,ould be a ne'" form , Form G which >'lould contain names of all 
patients with dates and conditions in code. Form G is demonstrated 
belowi 
Date: 
Ma,..ch 
-
Name of Diagnosis Currru.la t i v 4 ~L Total ~.B-ent Days 1 2 3 5 Month To Date 
- ·-· ~; l 50 G. Swanson fR .. Arthritis 4o c · C c c c or ' f~~........_-- .. Ulcerative 15 _l 20 E~ Hay-~-rood C1n1itis 
') ·--·- - - -. ..., ~·- I 
s. Pecot !Pneumonia 0 20 20 
-
'l - .. Coronary J. :Bold n Occlusion 25 L L L L L L L 14 39 I 
--~~-r 
,. __ 
Form A n eds modification, hmrever~ It was extremely useful in col-
lecting a great deal of material in a limited space. The column for com-
plications t'las used so infrequently. that it could have been eliminated 
altog ther. A problem of patients receiving more treatments than space 
allowed or of space for days being used ocaurred fr quently. To rem dy 
this, a small graphic slip was stapled over that portion, (see e~qple 
in A~p ndix). then dates or treatments \~itten in. This was necessary 
on several occasions but not to th extent of causing a gr at modification 
of the device used. If information is tabulated on a monthly basis, it 
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may b necessary to start tnth new sheets ev ry month so t~~t on all 
sheets a month 1s period would be covered. This would nee ssitat more 
writing but would allow for easier monthly tabulation. A hard pencil 
is needed so that figures will stay clear. 
Form E is in the hands of the students and their cooperation is 
ss ntial. The students can fill in their assignments and the stage 
of illness of the patients daily by consu1ting Form G. A key for 
abbreviations and coaing should be established and l·Tell publicized to 
allow for similarity of coding by all individuals participating in the 
study. This is information \•Thich is readily available from the assign-
ment sheet and Form G and can be quickly obtained if some is not kept 
up to date.. Form ] could. be used l'ri thout any modification e:x:ce:pt may-
be f or the addition of the age .of the student if felt necessary. This 
f orm "'Tas extremely easy to use in the collection of data. 
Form C is in the hands of the head nurs and could be filled out 
after the daily time assignment is written. Totals should be made every 
day. This information could also be obtai ned from the record room once 
a ~~ek or at monthly intervals. This Form allows for the ~llection of 
hours of nursing care provided daily plus the admission, discharge and 
transf r load. This information (admis sion, discharges , transfers, etc~ ,) 
was not used at all during the study and may not be considered essential 
by those conducting another study using this device. This f orm , too , 
i s easily kept and needs little if any modification. 
Form D was the ieast satisfactory of all forms . It was us d because 
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/\,{/'"f: 
the number of medications were too great to be placed in Form A as 
Christie, et. al., did in their study. A modification of this form 
could include an eliJilination of the individuals giving the medications 
because Form E presents the same information. Instead of checking 
dates, medications were given, the date ordered and date discontinued 
\fl th a total number of days given could be placed in a column on the 
right hand side~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~.u-..--L-. ,; .... ~ .. - ·£.>. ... ,.. . ... _~.-.... ~-~. 
This should allow f or more accurate compilation of this data. The 
nurnber of days medications were given was not used in this study and some 
time \oras lost in collecting this data. Others may feel this information 
more valuabl • A graduate nurse could be left in charge of the cor:rpila-
• 
tion of this information and it could be filled out when orders axe 
checked daily. 
Form E can be given to the student nurse when she is about to leave 
the service. Requiring no names \'lould probably provide for a truer 
picture of the student reaction. This qu.stionnaire should b 
obtained before the student leaves the service. It was found that 
a great deal of difficulty occurred when students were not on the 
se1~ice and had to be located to fill in the questionnaire . 
The questionnaire needs some modification. The area on 
factors disliked or liked about the servic should be restricted 
by a listing of some possible factors and allowing the students to 
check these. This 'lrTould allow for easier tabulation. 
Hours preferred on duty may not be essential enough to include. 
The data did not seem too significant except for the reasons which 
,.,ere given \'Thy certain hours were liked more than others. Although 
it is called a questionnaire some of the material is not pres nted in 
question forme Also there is a lack of parrelelism in the questionnaire, 
ex., some are statements, some phrases and some questions. All these 
faults became appa:rant shortly after the questionnaire had been given 
out but in order to maintain similarity in response subsequent question-
naires l'rere not changed. 
Tl1e Never-Seldom-Usually-Always column could have had many more 
questions. These ~estions should be made up from questions from 
problem areas erpressed by the students or the educational perso~~el. 
Some are rather basic and would be areas of concern to all schools of 
nursing. The actual wording of the questions in Form E could have been 
greatly improved upon. The questions were often worded so that the Never. 
Seld.om, Usually or Always ans"t-:Ters did not fit the questions as well 1 simple 
yes or no answers. This was demonstrated by the manner in which many of 
. . 
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the students modified their responses by adding yes and no. 
Some problems for the clinical instruction program and general 
uni t problems could have been listed and allm1ed for checking by the 
students. Although very similar, many of the probl ms expressed \•rere 
distinctive enough to prevent combining with other problems. Therefore~ 
Table 25 has man~r problems listed under ten different headings. The 
resulting questionnaire would be a check list of situations and tabu-
lations should be much easier~ 
Form F should be no problem e:x:cept that great care be spent upon 
an accurate account being made of all planned clinical teaching for the 
service. 
Withe~ org~~ized plan for the collection of this data, no more 
than about ten-to-fifteen minutes per person per day need be spent. At 
the beginning of a study of this type there 'dll be many problems, and 
. clarification of responsibility ma:y have to be repeated several times. 
It L1a.y be l'Tise to instigate a 11 trial run" for about one or two weeks to 
allo\·T for a smoothness of operation and more accuracy and then after that 
period, begin the actual study. Individuals worldng in areas and familiar 
~nth progress of patients will be able to fill out material in an extrem•ly 
chert time. 
A full-time person will be needed to check each unit daily for accurate 
compilation of data. If the purpose of this study has been made clear to 
the graduate nurses on the service and the need is actually felt by them 
for the study, a smoothly operating system should be obtained. Weekly ani 
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monthly tabulations should be made a.nd quarterly tabulations from t hen 
on. If possible, a statis.tician should be consulted for manipulation 
of data. 
A great deal of time was consumed in ruling off graphic sheets for 
the collecting of data. If :possible, after the trial run, l-.rhen w aknesses 
of the methods ~nll be seen in each specific hospital, mimeQgra:phed or 
printed sheets could be made which will contain rulings especially made 
for this study. 
Tabulating sheets were used throughout this study, but represent 
a behind-the-scenes process and are only c.qnsidereo. briefly here . These 
~ ...... . ~... , ........ . 
are essential for . the organizing of data, No special method for setting 
up th se sheets \'las used. The sub-problems (Chapter 1), lrere consul ted 
for material considered necessary for consideration and the tabulating 
sheets were set up in the manner which was considered best for completing 
the data. An example of an extremely useful tabulating sheet which \"as 
used on Form A is given below: 
,---....------t-- "1------,.----..... --------....,--~---·-' ---'---'--'--. 
Days in Readrnis- ~ Care G
3
ive;tt ]y ~.· Acuteness of Illness Ho~t~_al · ~ 1 2 '+ 0 I -r 1 rt 
::"..!;"....__ s:wLns...~---->----- -_,.1 0· .. -r, ... ... -- ~- -- T-0"""00 ·--l' 0 ).1 0 ""'""'---
. I I I ' 
Disease Age 
· \ • • ,a·,. -~~.-~!-M· .. • •-~~''1·• .,..,...._...,0..,. 
. ::. •: 
This method of tabulating allo\oJ'S for organization of e.lmost all material 
in Form A in a certain pattern. It can be seen tha t setting up the material 
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in this manner should allotlf for easy tabulation. The totals were made on 
Form A such as total number of days in hospital, etc., and then this 
tabulating sheet was used to collect all data. Since this sheet ti"as 
used so mu.ch, it \'TOuld have been much better for the names to have been 
in alphabetical order, for some time was lost in looking for descriptive 
data on patients. 
The process of tabulating data proved to be the most time consuming 
and extremely tedious. loluch time \·ras lost in finding a sui table method 
of compiling data and also deciding upon a suitable method of presenta-
tion.. Many figures and tables trere made but rejected on the basis of 
lack of clarity. The time spent upon this study could have been cut 
dO\m approximately one-half if the method of presentation of materiaJ. 
had already been known and decided upon. 
It is believed that this method is an accurate means of conducting 
a study in a clinical area. Any inaccuracJ~ t·Tould be due to faulty 
material on primary sheets (Nurses Order Book, Student Assignment Sheet, 
etc.), or faulty transposition of material by an investigator. Th 
method itself should not allo'tr for inaccuracy. Similarly the method 
hB.s proved to be valid and reliable but here again the human factor has 
to be considered. With several individuals collecting material it is 
essential tl:>.at all details •·thich t·tould allo'tr for different interpreta.-
tion be cleared before the study is allowed to proceed. With the modi-
fications stated above an investigator should expend a minimum amount 
of time and energy and for this reason this method appears to meet this 
criterion~ 
-14Q.:.. 
Great attempt was made throughout to meet the criterion of 
minimura interference •n th the primary activities of the service. 
It is felt that this criterion was satisfactorily met. It is 
realized that some interference must, of necessity, take place. 
The criterion of ease of tabulation warrants discussion. Con-
siderable time was spent in tabulation and organizing the material 
for graphic or tabttlar presentation. Huch of this time was a "false 
run 11 \'There the methods selected vrere not effective. Individuals 
experienced \d th tabulating and setting the figures u;p in graphic 
or tabular form will not lose time here. Mechanical devices would 
decrease this time considerably--an adding machine wou.ld have imple-
mented this study a great deal. The method itself allows for easy 
tabulation provided the indivu.als doing it are well instructed and 
r~ve the mechanical aids necessary. 
The method used in this study, it is felt, has met all the 
criteria presented here and should prove to be a valuable guide for 
other to use in the study of a clinical area~ 
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Appendiz--Form E 
This questionnaire is intended to learn ~that your reactions are to 
certain aspects of your clinical experience. It is to be part of a study 
which I am conducting on the clinical resources which are present on a 
medical head nurse unit. This material will be confidential, all id ntit,r 
"Jrill be dropped as far as you are concerned; therefore, feel free to anstfer 
these questions as you like. 
SUESTIONNAIRE Class ( o:r..eck) 
First 
School 
Second 
Third 
Preclinical 
1~ Row many months of medical nursing e~~erience have you had befor e 
coming to this service! 
2. :ijow long have you been on this service! 
3. Considering all the services on l'Thich you have had experience, how 
would you rank each according to the interest \vhich you had in t hem! 
Li s t in decending order~ 
a. iihat factors did you like most about the service whi ch 
you placed at the top of the listt 
b. What factors contributed to your disliki~ the servic at 
the bottom of the lis t? 
11-. \'1h.a.t hours do you prefer to be on duty on this m dical servic? (Why?) 
5. a. List some (about 3) patients to l'rhom you felt that you were able to 
give thorough nursing care and consequently you received a great deal of 
personal satisfaction. Give names of patients and reasons for l i king assgnment~ 
b. List some patients you did not enjoy caring for. Give names and 
reasons for not liking assignment~ 
l 
. ... .. ... 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
6. Check (:/) in appropriate column to right the occurence which best 
describes t4e statement to the left. 
~"E~i"e~:-'"' _ .... ~- ·~·Y · · ....... ~-- -.-···· """" ........ , .. ,,.,. , ,_ . .._._, ___ ~.!J...Jlo~ ...... - ~ ... lfe:v.,r._, __ ..... JJ.s~lY .... Al\ta;ys_ 
1. Postage is put on letters _/ 
2. Children like candy _/ 
a. Would like to have more construc-
t ive supervision available i·Jhile giv-
ing med.ications40 
b. ~fuen assigned to give medications 
would rather not give them. 
c. An UP-to-date drug reference \'l'hich : 
contains information on drugs not in-
cluded in the text-books on the service. 
would be useful to you. 
d., Hedication assignment is too heavy ; 
for one student on your level to com-
plete alone. 
e. Enjoy non-nursing duties and \-rould 
prefer t o be assigned to them more 
often. (Cleaning utility room, etc. 
f. Patient assig~~ents are varied and 
give y ou experience in a >-ride range of 
disease conditions 
g,. Feel that patient assignment is 
light enough for you to give the type 
of care that you would like to give" 
h. You are able to read the patient's 
chart before starting care. 
J.,. Can report off d_uty early enough 
to attend classes on time. 
j. Patients assigned to you are too 
difficult for your level of experience 
k. Have interpersonnal problems with 
others --students. 
1. Have interpersonnal problems with 
graduate staff members. 
~~ - .. . . ~3- .. 
Q,UESTI ON:r~AIRE 
- - - - ---------- · '•Se!a:om-l 
m. ·:P;;;;;;;ss renorts are a~ evaluaj .. J 
ti on of you. • l 1· 
n. i'lard conferences are interesting. I 
o. The material presented a.t these · I 
conferences is related. to the individ- . 
~ 
ual patient . 
:p. The material presented is easy for 
you to grasp. 
q. i'lb.ile attending ward conferences, 
you \I'Orry about 'lll'l.com:pleted patient 
assignments . 
r. Feel too busy to stop to attend 
ward conferences. 
s . Ward conferences are just repe.ti-
tion of class-room material. 
t. You feel that there should be more 
conferences~ 
u. Uncomfortable during conferences 
a..'ld \10Uld :prefer their being held in 
another place. 
v. T'.a.e environment is quiet and condu-
civ e to a learning process. 
'"• You enjoy the manner in \1Thich ma-
terial is presente~ 
I 
Never ~ Usua.lly · 
;r--------+.-----
1 l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
7. w~at handicaps can you see for your instructor in conducting clinical 
t aching programs! 
8. In the general \'Tard situation, \ihat problems have you come upon \:.rbich 
have caused you a great deal of distress? 
I 
t 
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.APPENDIX - -FOIU'vi F 
PWTNED TEACHIUG OFFERED ON A !,f:EDICAL HEAD llURSE UI!IT 
DURIHG A FOUR-MOUTH PERIOD* 
Demonstration of Oxygen therapy 
Hethod of Tald.ng Accurate Blood Pressure 
Case Pr e sentn,tion of Miss F. with Diagnos i s of Pancreatitis 
and Hyperthyroidi sm 
Nursi ng Problheras of Hiss F. with Pancreatitis and_ Hypcr-
thyroi eli. sm a 
Drugs used in Congestive Failure 
Set-up of House Suction 
NursiiJ€ Care of Mrs .. c. •·rith Myxedema 
Case Presentation of Cellulitis 
Discussion of Nursing Care in Cellulitis 
Panel Discussion on Gastric Ulcers 
l~ursing Care of Patient lrl th Ulcerative Coli tis 
Case Presentation of Patient with Ulcerative Colitis 
Treatment of Ulcerative Colitis 
Medications Used in the Treatment of Ulcerative Colitis 
Demonstration of Traction on a Patient id th Rheumatoid 
Arthritis ~ · 
Case Presentation of Pa,tient with Beryl ·urn Poisoning 
Case Presentation of Patient \·lith Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Nursing Care of Patient with Nephritis Glaucoma 
Symposium on Rheumatic Heart Disease 
J:.Tew Drugs 
. Demonstration of House Suction 
Symposium on Medical Emergencies 
Blood Uyscrasias and Nursing Care Involved 
Scleroderma, Case Presentation 
Nursing Care of Patient with Scleroderma 
\'lri tten Qu,izz 
Orientation to Patients 
Orientation to Special Regimes 
* Source: 
From List of Clinical Instructor 
.APPENDIX..-G 
:MEDICATIOUS ORIIER.ED ON LESS THAl-l' FIVE PATIEilTS ON A HEDICAL SERVICE 
DURI HG A FOUR-I-10~!TH 
PERIO:D' 
Hedications Ordered ~ Times 
Coranine 
Desoxyn 
Ephedrine 
Ferrous gluconate 
Lanoline 
Lugol'u solution 
Perc or tin 
Streptomycin 
Testosterone 
Thrombin 
Vi ta.min B12 
Medications Ordered Three Times 
Di~a.ntin 
Feosol 
Hyd.roxin 
Intra.he:ptal 
Methadone 
}Tupercaine 
Pyridium 
Potassium Iodide 
Potassium Citrate 
Peppermint Water 
Sulfamerazine 
l·!edicati ons Ordered TW'o Times 
Albumin 
'Bena.d.ry.l 
Brandy 
Calcium mandelate 
Combusol 
Cortisone 
Delphi col 
Dexdrin 
Ferrous sulphate 
Gel us in 
Glutamin acid 
Hycoda.Tl. 
Penicillin Ointment 
*From Form D-See Appendix 
Medications Ordered T\'lo Times (Cont.) 
Pilocarpine ---
Pregnenilone 
Procaine 
Prostigmin 
Ouabin 
Sippy Powder 
Soda Bicarbonate 
Sulfamerazine 
Sulfasuxadine 
Tolserol 
Vaseline 
Vitamin A 
Medications Ordered Once 
Aenomel -:Khalin tablets 
Adenosine trisulphate !•tethioni:rie 
(ACTH) }Titrogen Hu.stard 
Amigen Nicotinic Acid 
Ambisol Navitol 
Ca:fegone Tr. of Opium 
Cortisone Oil of Perco-
Compound E morpheu.m 
Creatine hydrate Premarin 
Cremalin Pervertin 
Coleatous chloride Phymel 
Dichloroaminox Pantopon 
Doca Rutin 
Deborol Resin 
Depobexain Sulfacetamide 
Esc~~tin Somnos 
Fat Dextrose Sodium ~erborate 
Fu.racin Sal hepatica 
Gergivin Sodium 
Glycerine suppository Salicilate 
Gelfoam Sapronol 
Heparin Salyrgan 
Hydrogen Perorlde Thymol iodide 
HYsin Theelin 
Isaprel Viosterol 
Keopectate i'lhi tman r s Oint. 
KNPD Stereate , zinc 
su 1035 su 973 
Uot : For Hedications Ordered five 
see pag 56 
times and over 
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.APPE1.-IDIX--FOE1 H 
TREA'INEJ:.TTS ORDERED OU ALL PATIEHTS IiESS TH.A.lf FOUR TU!ES ON A MEDICAL 
!lEAD NURSE IDITT DURING A FOUR-l{OHTH PERIOD* 
Treatments Ordered Three Times 
Carbon dioxide inhalations 
Douche 
Treatments Ordered Two Times 
Buerger's Exercises-
Cast on legs 
Sitz bath 
Tholacentesis 
Tourniquets 
Traction 
Tube feeding 
Chest bandage 
Convulsion precautions 
Deep breathing ex rcises 
Diabetic instruction 
Enteric precautions 
Ice pack 
Motility test 
Phlebotomy 
Starch bath 
Saliva test 
Venous catheterization 
Water test 
TltEATHEl~TS ORDERED ONE TIHE 
ACTH Instruction 
ACTH t est 
Arteriography 
Aspirate 
Bladder training 
Benzoic test 
Diabetic foot care 
Elevate legs 
Electric shock therapy (out of hospital) 
Embolectomy 
Miller Abbott Tube 
Perineal care 
Positive Pressure 
Pneumonencephalogrem 
Sedimentation Test 
Small bowel series 
Spinal ACTH 
Stellate blocs 
Teeth Extracted 
Tongue Biopsy 
Uretheral catheterization 
i•le<\,.ooi:ng of cast 
Walker 
* Source~ From Form ~-See Appendix Note: For treatments ordered 
over three times see page 53 
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.APPEHDIX-- Il 
TREATHENTS ORDERED FOR PATIENTS OJ:-T A r.mDICAL HEAD :NURSE UNIT 
DlJRIUG A FOUR-HON'TH PERIOD-ACCORDING TO SYSMIS* 
Number of 
Systems Times Given 
Circulatory System 
Daily Weight 38 
I ntake and Output 38 
Blood pressure 35 
Ace Ea.nd.ages 32 
Catheterizations 24 
Enemata 23 
Coronary chair 17 
PSP 16 
Oxygen 15 
Basal Metabolism Tes1 14 
Pre-meal tu'i ne 13 
Sigmoidoscopy 12 
Coronary care 12 
Ambulate 12 
Gastro-intestinal 
serie£ 11 
Oi l En mata 8 
Constant drainage 6 
and irrigations 
Stool to laboratory 6 
Hot water bags 5 
Barium enemata 4 
Lumbar puncture 4 
Cholecystogram 4 
Gastric aspiration 4 
' 17 ketosteroid urine 
collection 4 
Saline gargles 3 
Gastroscopy 3 
Pyelogram 3 
Radioactive iodine 
uptake 3 
Gall Bladder Series 3 
Hot compresses 2 
Diabetic instruction 2 
Tourniquets 2 
Glucose tolerance tes 2 
Cor onary care 2 
Thor acentesis 2 
i·Tet packs 2 
Wax applications 2 
Restraints 2 
Tu.be feeding 1 
Embolectomy l 
Buerger's exercises l 
Bladder training l 
Benzoic test l 
Venous catheterizatio l 
Cystoscopy l 
System 
Number 'of 
Times Given 
Treatments · 
Circulatory System Oont~nuea. 
Electro-cardiogram 
Ice-bag 
Suicide precautions 
Heat cradle 
Arteriography 
Electroencephalogram 
Teeth extractions 
Bromosulfaleing test 
Sitz bath 
Pe:hneal care 
Convulsion precaution 
Positive pressure 
Gastro-Intestinal System 
Intake and output 
Stool t o laboratory 
Daily weight 
Barium enemata 
Catheterization 
Enema 
Blood pressure 
Gastro-intestinal series 
Sigmoidoscopy 
Phenosulfonephthalein test 
Gastric aspiration 
Basal Metabolism test 
Proctoscopy 
Enteric precaution 
Oxygen 
Sitz bath 
Radio-active iodine untake 
' 24 hour urine collection 
Small bowel series 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
ll 
ll 
11 
9 
8 
8 
6 
5 
~ 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
l 
l 
1 
Hotility test 1 
Hot 1·rater bag l 
Constant drainage and irrigati ~n 1 
Gastroscopy 1 
Saline gargles l 
.Amnytal test l 
Ambulate 1 
Gall bladder series 1 
Ace bandages 1 
Sputum to laboratory l 
Glucose tolerance test l 
Starch bath 1 
Eosinophile coru1t l 
*Source: From Form A--
See Appendix 
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.APPEIIDIX - I Contined (2) 
System 
Treatments 
Urinary System 
lfu.mber of 
Times Given 
Intake and Output 
4
5 
Enemata 
Catheterization 3 
Intravenous pylogram 3 
Cystoscopy 3 
Urine collection, special 2 
Blood pressure 2 
Gastric aspiration 2 
Barium enema 2 
Gastro-intestinal series 2 
Pre-meal urine 1 
Constant d.raina.ge 1 
Precautions 1 
Dressi~.gs 1 
Basal metabolism rate 1 
Ureteral catheterization 1 
Bladder irrigation 1 
Ambulatory 1 
Phenosulfonephthalein test 1 
Sitz bath 1 
Saline soaks to leg 1 
Cardiac chair 1 
Miller Abbott tube 1 
Foot board 1 · 
Sputum to laboratory 1 
Oxygen 1 
Ace bandages to legs 1 
Stool to laboratory 1 
Catheterization (special) 4 
Integumentary System 
Daily weight 3 
Catheterization 3 
Intake and Output 3 
Soap suds enemata 2 
Cardiac chair 2 
Phenosulfonephthalein test 2 
Daily blood pressure 2 
Boric acid soaks 1 
*Source: From Form A--See A_l?Pe di::x: 
lTumber of 
Times Given 
System 
Integumentary System 
Sterile Dressing 
Diabetic foot care 
Electroencephalogrma 
Special urine collection 
Glucose tolerance test 
Adrenalin test 
Heat cradle 
Continuous hot packs 
Ace bandages to legs 
Stool specimen to laborator 
Cold compresses 
Molili ty t est 
Pellet implantation 
Pre-meal specimen, urine 
Saline eye-wash 
Respiratorz System 
Daily in take and output 
Daily weight 
Inhalations 
Sputum to laboratory 
Respiratory precautions 
Enemata 
Oxygen 
Bronchoscopy 
Blood pressure 
Catheterization 
Special urine 
Ace bandages to legs 
Basal Metabolism Test 
Postural drainage 
Gastric analysis 
Shampoo · 
Eari um enemata 
Gall bladder series 
Phenosulfonephthalein test 
Saline gargles 
Stool to laboratory 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
10 
9 g 
g 
6 
~ 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
• 
Systems 
Treatments 
Repiratory S!stem 
Continued _ 
Eye surgery 
Gastro-intestinal series 
:Suerger 1s exercises 
Ambulate 
Intravenous pyelogram 
Cystoscopy 
Thoro centesis 
Abdominal binder 
Coronary care 
Chest Binder 
Musculo-Skeletal System 
Daily weight 
Catheterization 
17 ketosteroids urine 
collection 
Blood pressure 
Basal metabolic rate 
Radi o-ac ti ve iodine 
Pre-meal urine 
Para:t'fin wax 
Intake and Output 
Cast on legs 
Sputum to laboratory 
Traction 
Eosinophile rate 
Cystoscopy 
Ace bandages to legs 
Cardiac chair 
Phenosulfonephtl1alein test 
Stellate blocs 
24 hour urine collection 
Spinal ACTH 
Douche 
Gastric washing 
Hot water bag 
:Sari um enema 
Shampoo 
Ambulate 
Hot packs 
Gall bladder series 
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APPENDIX --!3 
Number of Times 
Given 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
5 
~ 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Systems 
!z!. Systep:t 
Biopsy of eye 
Basal metabolism rate 
Radio-active iodine 
uptake 
24 hour urine collection 
Hot compresses 
Daily \..reight 
Allergy 
Stool to laboratory 
Daily weight 
:Blood Pyscrasias 
Daily weight 
Catheterization 
Blood Pressure 
Transfusion 
Bone marrow biopsy 
Enemata 
Stool to laboratory 
Intake and Output 
17 ketosteroid urine 
collection 
Gastro-intestinal series 
Ace bandages 
Coronary chair 
Moist compresses 
Oral hygiene 
Elevate legs 
Chest "'tand.ages 
Pre-meal urine 
Gastric analysis 
Phenosulfonephthalein 
test 
W'ax application 
Urine concentration test 
Urine concentration test 
Cystoscopy 
Saliva test 
Electroencephalogram 
Number of Times 
Given 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
· .. ) 
Systems 
~,.,...,..,+.,.,..,.,+.a . 
Blood pyscrasias Continued 
Rot packs 
Traction 
Sputum to laboratory 
Starch bath 
B sal metabolic rate 1~ hour urine collection 
Nervous Syste£1 
Daily \·teight 
Blood Pressure 
El ectroencephalogram 
Lumbar puncture 
Enemata 
I ntake and Output 
Ace bandages to legs 
.Amy:U.l :. sedation test 
Catheterization 
Phenosulfonephthalein test 
Venous catheterization 
Intraveous pylogram 
Basal metabolic rate 
Pulmonary precaution 
Oral hygiene/ 
Polio foot board 
Ambulate 
Tube feedi~ 
Gastro-intestinalseries 
Pelvic exnmination 
Salin , ·gargles 
Pneumonencephalogram 
Oon~sion precaution 
Carbon dioxide inhalations 
Glucose tolerance test 
17 ketosteroids urine 
collection 
Suicide precautions 
Restraints 
APPENDIX -I4 
l!Tumber of 
Times Given 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Svstems 
l!umber of 
Times Gi ve.n 
Endocrine System 
Weight 
17 ketosteroid urine 
collection 
Blood Pressure 
Intake and Output 
Premeal urine 
Catheterization 
Basal metabolic rat 
Radioactive iodine tes 
Pellet implantation 
Enemata 
.Ambulation 
Water test 
Sputum collection 
Intravenous pyelogram 
Gastric aspiration 
Suicide precautions 
PhenoSulfonephthalein 
test 
Lumbar puncture 
Diabetic instruction 
Glucose tolerance test 
Saliva test 
Inhalations 
Saline test 
Hot compresses 
Gastro-intestinal seri4tl 
Hot wa. ter bag 
Electric shock therapy 
Ace bandages to legs 
Douche 
12 
11 
11 
10 
9 g 
g 
.5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
* Source: Compiled from inforlnation obtained from Form A -See Appendix 
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